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The main object of this thesis is the discussion of the

classification of linear associative algebras, or

'algebras' as 1 nave called them in this paner.

The most important work on this subject is 'Pur les

X V

groupes bilineaires et les systemes de. notobres conmlexes'

by E.Cartan. In this memoir Carta.n gives the classification

of algebras which a.re rational either in the field

of real numbers or in the field of all comrlox numbers;

ana no more complete classification has been obtained

by any subsequent writer. In this paper I give a fresh

discussion, the methods used having the advantage of

being rational, and therefore equally applicable to all

fields. By the term field I mean not only the Calois

fields but also^ any domain of rationality; and this

is convenient as the only properties of a field which

are used are (i) the elements or 'marks' of the field

form a grour under the operations of addition and

multiplication,the zero element being excluded in the

case of the latter; (il) the ordinary distributive law

holds; (ill) any field can be so extended that, in the

extended field, every equation is soluble, (the last

property is only required in section 7.)



.A list of trie memoirs referred to follows t'.ats introduction

and these memoirs are cited "by their number in this

list.
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1. The Calculus of Complexes.

The definition of the term algebra or hyrercomplex

number-system is now so well known that it is unecessary

to give here a formal set of postulates.

Reference may be made to the definitions given by

Dickson "1/ 3

Let x »x„,...x„ be a set of elements linearly independent/ z7

in a given field P. The set of all elements of the form
1 -

x
, xA, the t' s being anv marks of F, is said to form

i \ w

an algebra if

(p I fas*
(ii) The product of any two x's is linearly dependent

on xt,x^»•••xK in P in such a way that the multiplication
so defined is associative.

(iii) For any three elements x, y, z of the algebra

x(y + z) = xy + xz; (z y)x — yx -1- zx.

The algebra is said to be of order n with respect to P.

In what follows the term linearly independent "ill
'

always be understood to be with respect to a given field

P' which is supposed constant throughout but otherwise

arbitrary.

The complex A = x(,x^,...x^ is defined as the set of
all quantities linearly dependent on x ,x^,...x^. ^he

greatest number of linearly independent elements which



z

can "be simultaneously chosen, Is called the order of the

complex.

If A and P. arefxtiy two complexes, the comrlex formed hy/

all the ele.' ents of A and E and those linearly dependent

on them is called the sum of A and B and is denoted

"by A B. The ororation, of addition so defined is

evidently associative and commutative.

If a comrlex B is contained in a comrlex A, we write

B <Ca or Aj>P. Pl.milarly if x is an element of a corrrlex A.

vie write xSA. This amounts to representing a comrjex

of order one by one of its elements, and will be found

to lead to no confusion if certain obvious precautions

are observed.

If B<A we can always find C such that B C = A. C is

called the supplement of E with regard to A. It is

obvously not uniquely determined but if B -1- C ~ B J- C,'

any element of C can be expressed as the sum of an element

of B and an element of C. This is conveniently denoted

by writing C/== C (mod. B).

The elements common to two complexes evidently also

form a complex. The greatest complex common to A ar.d B

is denoted by A^B. Thus the statement that A and have

no element in common is equivalent to A — 0.
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If A and R are any two complexes and if x and y are

any elements of A and P respectively, the complex of all

elements of the form xy together with those linearly

dependent on them is called the "product of A and P and

is written /P. Thus if A =- x ,x„,...x and. P — y ,v , ,.y.it7 a. '* , ' "i

then

ab =. . ., x^y ,••• (r=l,2,...a; s = 1, 2,. ..b).
AB of course is not in general the same as PA.

The operation of multiplication so defined is associative

and it is also distributive with respect to addition.

The following is a. summary of the laws of the calculus

described above.

Ci) I x E - B + A.

(11) A+(P+c) = (A+B)+C.

Ciii)A.RC = AB.C.

(iv) A(B C) ~ AP + AC.

(P -1- C) = PA. + CA.

(v) A-(P-C) = (/»~B)^C.

(vi) A ^ P ~ B -\ A .

fvii) A(B~ C) - AB ~AC.

Integral powers are defined by the methods usually

TW °)V.
employed in hynercomplex numbers e.g. A.A = A = A.A.

A necessary and sufficient condition that a complex A

is an algebra Is then obviously A ^A.



The above definitions will •perhaps he made clearer

"by o srecia.1 example. Consider the algebra Cquaternions)

formed "by the four units e , e , e , e vnereo 7 t ~ n,

/ _% ~ \ ^
e e — -e e ( r, s 0 j, e e—e and - e ~ e ~ e " e ~ - eS f -r. o A. -V 0/2-3 «

If Creek letters are useu tu uenote marks of the given

field, elements of the form feo+ ^ e/ form a complex
A — e , e . If B - e ,e then A= e ; we have also

o / t ' z z '

/ and 13*"" e£J,e/ , e^,ei = /. Again AB — B*?A and

B(.A'Vb) - e <e -but BjP <AB*= BX>V (A^ B).
c 3



2. The Theory of Invariant Sub-algebras.

A subcomrlex B of a complex A which is such that Av ^B

and BA^b is called an Invariant sub-complex of A.

Mo1ien Froh enius Car t an

If AB £ B hut not BA-^B, or vice versa, B is called a
semi-invariant sub-complex of A.

If B is contained in no other sub-complex of A which na

this property, it is said to be a maximal invariant

sub-comp-lex of A. We may notice that B Is necessarily

an algebra since B ^BA —B.

An algebra which has no Invariant sub-complex is said

to be simple.

Cartan /,

The theory of invariant sub-algebras Is of rrpst

importance as will be seen in the succeeding sections;

but as most eg the present section has already appeared

elsewhere it is given here in a somewhat condensed form

Epsteen and Ifaclagan-Wedderbum.

Theorem 1. If AB — B and A*^=A, either BA = A or "^A is

an invariant sub-algebra of A.

Por BA.A—BA and A.BA—BA. This theorem is of frequer.

application.

B + BA Is also ar. invariant sub-algebra unless It is

identical with A.

Theorem 2. If B, and B^are Invariant sub-algebras of a
almebra A, B| A- Is also an invariant sub—algebra, o - A



unless A — Bf + B^ .

For

A(B(+ Bj = AB,+ AB^B( + B^

(B,+ B J A = B,A + B^A^.B,+ B^.
Cor. It B Is maximal, then either A = Bf + B? or .

Hence If B, and B are two different maximal Invariant1 2.

sub-algebras, we must necessarily have B (+ B^r- A.
Theorem 3. If B Is an Invariant sub-algebra of an

algebra A, a new algebra can be derived from A by

regarding as Identical those elements of A which differ

only by an element of B.

This fundamental theorem Is due to Molien /O

The set of elements defined by regarding as Identical

those elements of A which differ onlv by an element of

B, is evidently closed under the operations of addition

and multiplication; and the distributive law holds.

Trie only law which is not evidently satisfied is the

associative law. This law is shown to hold as follows.

Let A = B 1- C and let the elements of B and C be

respectively denoted by x and v with subscripts attached.

If then y^ , y^ and y^ are any three elements of G,



therefore, since y .y y~ y y ,y we hs.ve
r <f A / U

yAypTy^A (mod* B)
which shows that multiplication is associative.

The algebra defined, in this way is called the

difference algebra of A and B and on the analogy of

the symbolism used for the quotient group in the theory

of finite groups, it is conveniently denoted by (A-v).

(A-B) is said to accompany A and to be complementary to73.

Molien fO Probenius 6

Theorem 4. If B and B„ are invariant sub-algebras of an

algebra A and > B? , (A-P^) has an invariant sub-algebra

watch is simply isomorphic with fB^B ) and conversely.

To show tnis let

A = B, + C, B,^C = 0,

B = B^+ D, 1 = 0,

then A = B + r + C.

If r'is the complex of (A-B) which corresponds to F
/ /

we have (A-Bl)F^-F
since (F4- C)F^=F (mod. B^).
Similarly F —f/
Bow F is derived from F by regarding those elements as

equal which differ only by an element of 13 , hence
r

E "S. (B -Br) ; which proves the theorem.
f

Conversely if (A-B ) has an invariant sub-algebra F

and if, as before, F is a complex of A which corresponds
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-Lnce
to D, then.

AP — B Crnod. B^ )

A(Ba+ r)^Bz+ r
we have x *

iB + E).A ^B^+ r

_ , _ is an invariant sub-algebra of A.
Hence 3^+ V L
Cor An "*-ate conseQuence of this theorem is that

(A-b) is slfiple if B is a m^xinal invariant sub-algebra,
rf 3 and B are two different maximalTheorem 3.

invariant sub-algebras of an algebra A, then P = B, ^ B

is a mar imal invariant sub-algebra of both B ( and B^.

Hurther (a-B, ) and (A-B^) are simply isomorphic with

(B^-P) and (B,-1^ respectively-.
Let B,= B + C^, B |= T 0 f

where P ~ 0, T 0

and therefore, since D — 3,^3^, and A = B, + B^ (

A = r + c(+ c^, c -c^= 0.

If we denote simple isomor->-h1 em by the s^mb&l^v , we have

4-.-ev - isemerrhism--with-regard-to-addition-and-mult 4.plication

C/-B, )<~C( (mod. B,)
and (Bx-P) , (mod. I")
But C/<Bi and therefore any two elements of C which are

equal modulo B( are also equal modulo r. We have therefore

(A-Bt ) (B^-D)
i.e. (B^-L) is simple since (A-B,) is simple. Hence D is
a maximal invariant sub-algebra of B^. In exactly tne



same way it can be shown tha it is 8 maximal invariant

sub-algebra of B ,, and (A-B^)
If A, ,AX,. • .A is a scries of alge^&s such that A^ is a

maximal invariant suu-algebra of A('» the series is called

a comrosit ion of A. 171 he series CA ,"^x) »C-A. -A ),. - - (A -A )..
.—. 1 ( ^ 7 r "> ^

is saiu to be a difference series of A . An algebra can

of course have many composition series.

Let (i) A (,A^,A^,. . .

(ii) a (,B |>p ^,. . .

be two compositoin of A for which A-^B . Then if Aj^B/ = B

Ciii) A t,B ,,D,r, ,. . .

(iv) a
t ,a 2_,r,r(,...

where B,L ,is a difference series for I), are two
GUKVJIA

composition/for A f and, by theorem 5, the corresronding
difference series are identical arart from the order of

their terms. If now we assume that for all algebras of

order less than A, all -possible difference scries of the

sane algebra are equivalent, it follows that Ci) and (ii)

are respectively equivalent to (iii) and. (iv) and hence

to each other. ?or algebras of one unit there is only one
series

difference/possible. Hence we have by induction^he

following theorem.

Theorem 6. Any two difference series of the same algebra

are identical apart from the order of their terms.

If in forming the series A^ ,An?... we make each term



the latest sub-algebra of the preceding allgehra

which is an Invariant sub-algebra of A , the correspond¬

ing difference series is called a principal difference

series. It can be shown by a method analogous to that

used above that the principal series is also independent

of the particular composition series from it is formed.
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3. Beducibility.

If a^n algebra A is expressible a.s the sun of two

algebras A , and A ^ which are such that A( A^= 0 — f .

A is aaid to be reducible, and to be the direct sum of

A; and AIt is in this sense that the word sum was first
^ \x ^ZeMfjvu
used by Scheffers. To avoid circumlocution we shall in

tnis section call Ay an Integra,! sub-algebra of A if

there is another sub-algebra A such that A = A + A i&pwteI v

A A = 0 = A A . This tern however is not used except in
I 7- (

the present section- An integral sub-algebra is

always invariant.

Theorem 7. If B is an invariant sub-algebra, of .A, and.

*
both A and B have a modulus, then A is reducible.

At~
An algebra is said to have a modulus e, if e is an

element such that ex = x = xe for every element x of A.

Let A — B + (/, B ~Cf- 0

and let e and ef be the moduli of A and B respectively.
Then C s(e-e )C(e-e ,) = C (mod. b)
and (e-e )B = 0 = B (e-e, )

since^ if y< B■ey = y ~ e( y.
9 a,

Hence BC = 0®CBjand C — C since A —A. e-e( is evidently

the faodulus of u.

Cor. If E is an integral sub-algebra of A and both A



/A,

and B have a modulus, A Is exnressible tin^ouely as the

direct sum of B and an algebra C. For e and e/ "being as

above we have C -- (e-e ()a( e-et ).
Theorem 8. If A and A are two different maximal

— I x

integral sub-algebras of A, tnen A = A^ A

Let A = A + B, , A(Bf= 0 = B^, , A^B," 0
~ A + B , A B = 0 = B A , A — 0.

-i_ 7.' ■»- •>- is z.> % %

Every element of A, can be expressed in the form x + y■x A

where x <A f and and the complex of y's so defined

form a sub-algebra C„ of B which does not vanish.x. t

Similarly any element of B^ can be expressed in the
form x + y? the y's forming a sub-algebra D of B/ .

But A. B — B, A f= 0 = A B = B At J t l % -L. 1- 1

therefore CD, = 0 — B C„.a. x a. a

Now A — A + B and A ^B "0; hence we must have B = C „J- P
7_ I i r / A 2

But since A; is maximal, B/ must be irreducible)from
which there results Fx~ 0. Hence B^ is contained in Af
and A = A,+ A . It follows also that B} is an integral

sub-algebra of A, . For if the elements of A are expressedcL

in the form x + y as before, the x's form a sub-algebra

D of A. which is also a sub-algebra of A since theI ^ A

y'f: have been shown to be elements of A .

Since A — B + B and A. B = 0 we must evidently have

D = A A .

If A ,A_,.... be a series of algebras such that A,is a
17 u
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iiiax ina1 integra.1 sub-algebra of A , the series

(a -a ).(A -a ).... is said to form a reduction series
{ X. y a. 3

of a . It then follows exactly as in theorem that

Theorem 9. Any two reduction series of an algebra are

identical excert as regards the order of their terms.
...

Epteen 4 .

There are evidently sub-algebras of the given algebra

which are isomorphic with the terms of the reduction

f series but, as Holder^ has noticed, these sub-algebras
are not in general uniquely defined. The following theor?

is a slight extension of one by Scheffers dealing with

this point.

Theorem 10. An algebra A can be uniquely expressed as

the direct sum of irreducible algebras which have each

a moaulus, and an algebra which has no modulus.

Let a = B + C, BC — 0 = CB, B^C = 0, where B has the

modulus e , and C has (l) no modulus (2) no integral sub-

algebra whihh has a modulus. A has then no integral sub-

algebra which contains B and at the same time has a

modulus.
We can form a.n algebra a! by adjoining a modulus e' to

the basis of A. Then if e( is the modulus of B and

(/= C + (e'-e, ),i

A =- B + fe-e ()C 'fe-e,) = B + cf
Hence C 'and. therefore C is unique for a given B by
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theorem 7. Sucrose there Is another algebra B satisfy¬

ing the same conditions as B. As in theorem 8, •we can

express B
f as the direct sum of two algebras B^<B and

C^<C, where Bzand C^have both moduli unless one is zero,

seeing that B has a modulus. Now

B^ AB, = BB^i- CCT

therefore

and similarly C^C = C^

and therefore is an integral sub-algebra of C which

has a modulus contrary to the conditions -previously laid

(Ww- -for it. Hence we must have 0. Hence B = Bf , i.e. p

is unique.

Let B = B, -1- b J-. . .-1- B (i)1 x

< l /
= B ,+ B +...+ B

be two exnressions of B as the direct sum of irreducible

algebras. Prom theorem?we have m = n. Since B has a module
l i

\= \AAA
i

since B B.B^fr^s) is contained in both B and B ., and B ^ B
g /t- i* 'V -J -^3

I !
But since B/is irreducible, B BiB^ must vanish excert forA r -1

some particular value of r which is necessarily different

for each value of p since there are n different terms in

(i). We may therefore by rearranging the terms set r = n.

I
But B^B^B^A B^

/
since Br is invariant. Hence Bl — :Bi .



4. Filrotent Algebras.

It was mentioned in £1 that a necessary and sufficient

condition that a complex A shall he an algebra is that

x
A^=A. If A has a modulus, i.e. an element e such that., if

x is any element of A, ex = x = xe, must evidently

have A -- A. In general, since we are dealing only with
d+f o(

algebras which have a finite basis, we must have .A = A

for some integer ol. The smallest integer ^ for which thi

is the case is called the index of the algebra.. For

The index might also be suitably defined as the least

i / V*""
integer <=t. for which (A ; = A. For nllrotent algebras

this definition of course coincides with the one

already given but I have not been able to show that

this is always the case.

instance in the algebra whose multiplication table is

e, e<^

et

el

e
x. e%

a. J
we find A = e^y A. Fence the Index of A is 2.
It may of course happen that some newer of A vanishes

as in the algebra

) e, ex

e« 0

0 0

3
where A =- 0.

d
If for some integer o^, A. = 0, A is said to be nil-otent



TTilrotent a.lge"bras sQre of great importance tn the theory

of the structure of algebras.

Theorem 11. If is the Index of an algebra A, the

elements of A can be divided Into complexes

B ,... such that

V"VI- • • -+ B"--
i.e. such that the product of two elements belonging to

complexes witA. sub scrip ta p and q respectively lies entirely

in the sum of the complexes with subscripts greaQter

thaCn p + q-1.

For let A='Bj+A = Bi+ B^-A*"— . . .

-B,XB + B . .i 1- <* ~l

{3 U
where A = B + A and A — B. ,

o

then b^B£^A A^A z
which proves the theorem.

This theorem is evidently considerably stronger than the

similar theorem given by Scheffers and others.

Scheffers 1% h

If/Jftfc-is the index of an nilpotent algebra A we have
ol **"{ ejl^ d_—|
A =f 0, A = 0$ and hence the product of any element of A

and any element of A is zepo. ^h^.s is a simple proof of

a theorem by Cartan to the effect that there is at least

Gartan / ■ }°

one element in a nilpotent algebra whose product with

every element is zero. It must be noticed however that
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the definition of a nilpotent algebra given above is not

the same as Cartan's. The identity of the two definitions

will be shown in the next section.

An algebra in which the product of any two elements is

zero nay be called a zero algebra . For examnle if A vA,

h- ,

A. is an invariant sub-algebra of A, and (A-A ) is a zero

x x
algebra. Let A = B + A T where B = y( ,ya ,. . . y^, A = x, , x,_,

and m + n is the order of A. A = y„,y ,..y , x ,..r is•' '
ttv f *>-

evidently an invariant subalgebra of order 1^«A such that

(A-A1) is a zero algebra of order 1. This gives the

following theorem regarding the difference of such an

algebra

Theorem 12. If is the index of an algebra A and if hte
j.-i

difference of the orders of A and A is n, the difference

of A can be so arranged that ^hte first n terms are

zero algebras of order 1.

The following theorem also simplifies the study of

the difference series considerably.

Theorem 15. If IT is a maximal niluotent invariant sub-

algebra of an aClgebra A, all other nilpotent invariant

sub-algebras of A are contained in IT.

Let N, be any nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of A,

then, by theorem 2, "NT + >t is aClso an invariant sub-

algebra of A. It is further nilpotent. For if ?T==

then Cm + tt ) + M + it
I LL



.since 1TTT/4 Nx and IT, IT^N^. Similarly
o{

(N + >T, ) ^ IT + W, +

whence, if °i is larger than the indices of >t and tT ,

(IT + N,)°^ 1T^.

But IT and therefore also IT + IT is nilpotent. Hence
x I

since IT is maximal, we must have ]//////// IT, 4 >T.

An immediate consequence of this theorem is that (a-!T)

has no nilpotent invariant sub-algebra. phis theorem is

very important, its importance lying in the fact that

tt enables us to confine our attention to algebras

wnicn have no nilpotent invariant sub-algebra.
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5. Potent Algebras.

An algebra which is not nilpotent is said to "be "Potent.

A potent algebra may of course contain nilpotent elements.

If the index of a potent aflgebra A is ol, the index of

A Is 1. It is therefore sufficient in many investigations

to consider only algebras with unit index,///. Such algebra

may be called idempotent.

Let A bo an idempotent algebra. There will in general

be some complex C<A such that AC = A. In fact if A has a

modulus e, it is possible to find elements x such that

Ax ~ a. Let us suppose however that Ax is less than a

for every x <A. Again suppose that AS for evory

x^Ax, , and so on. V/e thus derive a succession of algebras

each one containing its successor; and, as we are dealing

with algebras with a finite basis, this process must

terminate at some stage. This may^happen in either of

two ways, viz. a^fter say r-1 steps we must find either

x. . . . x. x. -- 0h -h. • • • ^

for every x.<Ax x ...x .or1 i. -2. ~l

a7\ *xt=v-xi-<
for some

. .x In the first case if

b sax, xt. • .x _^a then

and •AP B , BA—B
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i.e. B is an invariant sub-a^lgebra of A unless B — 0^
when Axf .... % is an invariant sub-algebra of A. The

first case then cannot arise if A is simple.

In the second, case, if a' = Ax ...x there is an element
sLA' - ' ' ^'5fir / / zx'such that A x~ A. Hence every element of A can he nut

in the forem y — zx. Here z is unique; for *ere zx = z'x
then (z-z')x = 0 and the order of the basis of A'x

i.e. If the basis of A^is e ,e ,...e then

e{x, e^x, • • e^x are necessarily indenendent if Ax = a'.
■would he less than the order of the basis of Af. In

s.

particular we have x = yx; hence yx = y x and therefore
x

y = y. Such an element is said to he idempotent and

the result we have obtained is that a simple algebra

always contains an io'empotant. By means of this result

we can now establish the following important theorem.

Theorem 14. Every potent algebra contains an idempotent

element.

For let B be a. maximal invariant sub-algebra of A, "'he^e
yu' oi. * ot * ~x~
A = A. (A -b; is simple and has 1 as its Index. A has

P-tnce, if A°*"— B + C, then B + AA^B ■+• C and there¬

fore G = G (mod. B).

therefore a non-nilpotent element x namely any element

which corresponds to the idempotent element of the simple

algebra (A*-B). Now for some value of n we must have

/ / 1X.+I •»,

// Ax = Ax, for otherwise we should have



A y Ax yAxy .. .yAx^ y Ax^y^
which as before is impossible. .Ax* - and. a 'fo-rt-iori A,

*
must therefore contain an idemrotent element.

In most proofs of this theorem the idenrotent element

which is found is in general irrational. This objection

does not apply to the proof given by Hawkes X
The converse of this theorem is that an algebra every one •

of whose elements is nilpotent, is itself nilpotent. This

shows that that the definition of a nilpotent algbera

which was given in ^3 is identical with the one given

Cart an.

Cor. If x is nilpotent, then Ax{ A.

The following theorem, which is an extension of one due

to Peirce, is easily deduced from the results obtained abox

Peirce |1

Theorem. 15. If an algebra A possesses only one idempotent

element e, every element which does not possess an

id
inverse with respect to e, is nilrotent.

x is said to have an inverse with respect to e if there

exist elements y( and yv such that xyh= e — y-x.

This is shc"n as follows. If for a given x there is no y

such that xy -- e, the same is true for all elements of^ht'e
form xz. Por were xzz^ e it would suffice to rut y = zz(

It follows that e is rot contained in xA which is there¬

fore nilpotent by theorem 10. Hence x~~ 0 for some integer n
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An obvious corollary to this theorem Is that, If an algebra

A contains only one idempotent clement e and no nilpotent

element, then every element possesses an Inverse with

respect to e. Further e Is the modulus of A. For,since Ae —A}

every element // x can be rut In the form ye and hence xe =x

similarly ex = x. Puch an algebra may be said to be

prlmttIve. Also If e Is the only Idemrotent element of any

algebra A, which Is contained In eAe, e Is said to be a

primtt tv£ Idempotent element, of A.

Theorem lfi. Every algebra A, which does not nossess a

modulus, ha.s a nilpotent Invariant- sub-algebra.

If A Is nllrotent the theorem ts obvious and It may

therefore be assumed that it "is not nilpotent. Under this

assumrtlon A has at least one Idemrotent element ^ .

If Ae A, there must be elements x such that xef~ 0.

All such elements form a sub-algebra P( of A because If
x. e ~ 0, x e = 0 then (x x )e — o and x x e = 0. Leti ' 1 i i K

A = B( + C where Bg^C = 0. c can be so chosen that Aef = C.
For ee,~e (mod. By) and If oe,^ C (mod. Bf) there would be
an clement x of C such that xef CB, which is Impossible
since B{ e^— 0 and xe( ^ D. pgen Ae( = (B? + C) e f= Cef~ C.
We have then A = Bf+ « Bf 0 . . . . (l)
and similarly A"^~^eA» e B.— 0 . . . . (2)X i I

From (l) follows e, A = e r -f e. Ae, (x)1 i « i •

and from (2) Ae = e + e( Ae (4)
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Now e B.^ B„ e„~ 0 since B e = 0 and e B == 0. Hence
I V T_ "2- I » (

e( A ^Ae,= e tAe ,

and if B = E, ^ B e find similarly that

B = B + e B ; B = B + B. e ,* l 1 ' 2. & /

and therefore from (2) and (3)

A — B i- e B;+ S-l15,4" etAef
If B is not nilpotent, it contains an idempotent element e

a.

such that e, e„= 0 = e e,. e e = is then also iderrootent12- "i- I I 2,

and may take the "•"la.ee of e in the ahove discussion.
1

Again, if e^ is not -primitive, e( Ae ( can "be "broken ur in the
same manner as A; and so "by repeated application of this

process A can "be expressed in the form

A = B + eB + B e + eAe (o)
1 2.

\ ^ \
= B +£_e^_B( x2.Ba.e + ^e^Ae^1 1 ' ,

where B = 0, B = B + eB;, B^= B + B^e
A.

e r- le , e.e = 0 (p =f= q),-n
and (p = l,2,...r) are primitive idempotent element!

of A. This form is due to Peirce.

Peirce U.

e may "be called a "Principle idempotent element of A.

t f
If A has a modulus e, B^ and B^ p~re zero and e = e. For
(e ^-e) = er-e and (e'-e)e = 0 = e(e/-e); hence ef-e <B

and is therefore zero.

In (5) B,B is nllnotent. For from f5)t a

A "" bl\" ABa.
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and BxB( 4B, B = 0, B(B—B
oCT'

Hence (Bt a) ^ B B^=- 0.
But AB( A = A.A\^ AB., ^B, A

B, A . A—Bf A

Hence B, A — B B^ Is a nilpotent invariant sub-algkbra of A.

If BfB^~ 0, then AB — 0 and therefore

(B + \ B^B, ^B

A(B,+ B^)^ AB, — B, *H B_^

(B + B )A.—B A^=B. + B
/ f i.

and B + B^^ 0 unless A. has a modulus. Hence the theorem.

Cor.1. B, and B are also nilpotent. For suppose

J — 7f y <B . y can "be expressed In the form y = y y^

whe re y <CB, y, CeB. and therefore yA~ y y = 0. It follows> ' fa. ' u t i.

3l ^
then that y = (y-j^ ) = y-yy^ -y^ y Hr y^

= y + y*--v,

But eB eB and B^B. Hence we must have
' /

yW,, v-^y,
which is impossible since B, and t-heT^ore y , is nilpotent

Therefore B and B are nilrotent.
f I

Cor.2. Unless e- e — 0, it is a nilrotent invariant

sub-algebra of eAe.

Cor. 3. If the index of A is 1, then B — BJLeB/ and ccnvers&J
v a. a. ' / / /

For from A = A we deduce B = B + B^eB = B ■+■ C say. /fijeyi

If B^O, then B = B C + B C +. . .+ C. But PC ^C and

hence B = C and A = B eE, + eBt+ B^e + eAe.



If A has no modulus it is always rossible to add one to

the algebra. Let e ' he the added modulus and let

r

e = e -c, then
o

A — e/Ae/ = e Be eB e + e Be + eAe
o e> i /> & 2,

This form will he of use later.//{

Algebras which have no nilpotent invariant suh-alghhra

form a very important class. Such algebras are said to

he semi-simple. A semi-simple algebra has always a modulus.

Cartan./. pg. 57.

Theorem 17. A semi-simrle algebra which is not s-'mrle ,

, s

is reducible.

Let A be the algebra and B an invariant sub-algebra.

A, having no nilrotent invariant sub-algebra, has a

modulus. Hence AB — B = BA. If B has no modulus, it has

a nilrotent invariant sub-algebra H. The Bun 1 s a nilrotent

invariant sub-algebra of A and i£ therefore zero since A is

semi-simrle. Also AHA is an invariant sub-algebra of A

which is contained in P and, since A has a modulus, it

it is not zero unless IT is zero. "Mow since AHA ^B, have

3
(AHA) =•= AHA. H. AHA ^Btp> = 0.

Hence N = 0 and B has therefore a modulus. B is an

invariant sub-algebra^and therefore A is reducible (Theorem
It follows immediately that A can be expressed In the form

A —— A A *4- *i" AA

where 0 " (b# q)



and A^(p — 1 ,2,...n) are simple. J1 is then said to he the
direct sum of A, ,AV, . . .A .

Theorem 18. It e is an idempotent element of a semi-
simple algebraift, then eAe is semi-simple

the previous theorem
If eAe is not semi-simple, it has^/
a nilpotent sub-algebra N. Then ANA is an invariant

sub-algebra of A which is not zero. Also APA^A

since eATTAe = eAeNeAe = N <^eAe

Hence if A is simple the theorem is proved. The main

theorem can now be made to depend on this particular case,

CLlsu*£
sice any semi-simple algebra can be expressed as the sum

A

of simple algebras. The following proof is more direct ana

also more comprehensive. Let e^be the modulus of A. If

then e(= e/-e, we have ee(~ 0 ~ ef e and therefore
e t?T = 0 = N6/ (1)

We have also A ~ eAe + efAe +eAef+ e{Ae( .... (?.)
Prom Cl) and (?,) It follows that

ANA -- eAelleAe ■+■ eAeNeAe^ ejAe^eAe •+■ e fAe^eAe
r- N t ^Ae, 4" Cj AN efANAe(

and (ana) — ANANA. = A(N + H Ae( )
1 > *- i l

~ N + Me,+ e, AN + ef AN Ae, = AN a.
s ^

Similarly (ANA) = AN A

and so on. Hence ANA is nilpootne and therefore^33=:^"th
since A is semi-simple , =s o .

Cor. I fithe above theorem e is primitive, eAe is also

primitive.
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fi. The Classification of Potent Algebras.

This section is cheifly concerned with the classification

of srmi-simple algebras. The result however "Is incomplete

in so far as the classification is given in terms of

primitive algebras which have themselves not yet been

classified. At the same time a considerable is made

towards the classification of "Potent algebras in general.

Let e^_ (p = 1,n) be a set of primitive idempotent
elements of A so chosen that tr a principal

idempotent element of A. and e^c^~ 0 (n q). This was

shown to be "possible in the "proof of theorem ie "'here it

was also shown that A can be exwecsedlln the form

A = E + eBf + B 2_e+eAe, eAe ~ ^ e^ACj,
The algebras e- occur so frequently in the sequal that

the following relation is convenient viz.

eAA%= ^" (eA efA(= AA^,
and so on. Prom this definition there follows A^A^S= 0
(q 4 r) and A^A^^A^. It is also convenient to denote
elements of A^£by , y^ etc.

4LQs/\AA-*- ^

Theorem 19. If A Is^sinrle, A^£= 0 entails A^— 0; and
. e

if A is simple, then Al =p 0 for evry r and q.

Suppose that AyL~ 0, then

AgA" ^/A4" A^A4" A^.
AfAAA^f,^ A

Hence A^is a. nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of



and is therefore zero "by theorem 18. This proves the

first part of the theorem. To prove the second part we

ob serve that^if 0 and therefore A,/." an

invariant sub-algebra of k^ — e'Ae', where e'= e +
But AA^A ^ k since

e/kk^ke'= e fke 'k^ ke A^^A
and therefore kk^yk is an invariant sub-algebra of A.
Hence if k is simple, we cannot have kh" °*
Theorem 20. If k is simple, then k^k^~ A^ and the
order of ky_^ is the same for all values of p and a.

Cart an /. pg. 44

Let k = k^pkgji Prom the definition of A^;ive have A = e^A e^^Ay^
/ / / I j ' ', ' '
/•pX A kj^y__~A and A/^A ^A. therefore either A is

/^<xbc/_ ktctdX&AA^ I &■ ^ A~Ak- ^
identical with A^ or it is zer^/. If it is zero, then
also A^A^= 0. For were A^A^— ka„ , we should have

Klt ~ AU* •^ A/A ' A^? 0
which is impossible since e^ is idenpotent. If kf—0
th6n W? + AA£ + A/£ + ^ Akf

AA? kA+t,k*t'~'kty
which is impossible since A is simple. Hence

AAf ktA aAA ^ ^
Again, since ^

(jv+ v+ v,1= vg v+ v
on mult inlying on the left by e/ and on the right by eK t
we get AMAt + AA A = A , ;



(2)

but AyAhf-%V Ah~~
by (1); hence A^Ay^— A^
and finally from fl) and (2)

'/«A«V= *m-
It i7ill now be shown that if x^ and x^ are any element
not zero, of Aa? and A^ respectively, then x^ 0.
If °/iien °- But xy*A^~Vhtch ls

"D rimit ive, ana therefore for any such that xu. x ^ 0
_' __3? ^

As previously stated, x^ , ^ etc. are used to denote
any elements of Aaa ♦

there is an x^ such that x^x^. " eA • Hence, as x^^r 0
x;/ A = 0 entails 0. It follows fjpd any x^
that x . x = 0; therefore, a,s above, x A = 0 and, as7* y
this is true for any x^ , wo must have A^ A^ 0 in
contradiction to the first part of the theorem. Hence

xAl ^ 0 for any x ^, and , and the re fore*x^ A^^_= A^
at****. ><-kz >< £A T~
from which the second part of the theorem follows

immedlately.

Cor. For any x^^ 0, there is an x^ such that x^ x^= e^
This is evident from the relation x^_ A A^.
theorem PI . If A If sample, it. is possible to find a set

n elements e^ Cp,q " l,2,...n) such that e.

ana e
i.

0 Co 1= #) and e the modulus of A.

Cartan /. py. 46, Probenius 6 .pg. 527, Shaw Molten /0

Let eu = eA (/i~ l,2,...n). By the corollary to the
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theorem we can find for any p(■/. =g ® an x^such that
xfA" e/A* Porrn:1-nf' square of we yet

^eAxAC\^t -

therefore, since e^ is primitive,
%= ¥ •

It Is. therefore possible to find an algebra of order four

which has the required, laws of combination*. Suppose that m

elements (p,q = 1,2,...in) have "been found which satisfy

these laws;and let ef1VL+^"be any element of A*.*/,/, ^here is
then an element e . of A, , , such that, e. , e_ = e, = e, .1*i+1,1 /"*+t **H I I I /

Let e/u et<wm
(n ~ 1,2,...m)

e e i — c #

<^+^1 i/c **■+', A-

Togethre with the -previous m* element and e . JL, theseX *<-H, **-+!

"2- K
form an algebra of (m + l) elements satisfying the

given laws since

6/^ ~~ ehte£t e f/^+r
"

e/" et ™~i-r

and similarly ex wew, = eA^
a- , ■ 7i. . -» £By induction it is therefore -possible to find n such elemen

This algebra we shall trail the simple or/matric algebra

of order n.

Oartan calls this type of algebra a quaternion.

In accordance with the corollary to theorem 20, we have

AA/tT" aA- e/A_ eAA << e 'A
This gives a 1-1-correspondence between the elements offiVe
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algebras and A which is obviously preserved under

the operations of addition and multiplication i.e. the

two algebras are simply isomorphic. More generally

■fyf "" eA' Ari e'f
"wnich establishes a 1-1-relation between the elements

of Ay^ and Au . Let x ;j be any element of A(| and. let the
element x, of A which is associated with it by the above

relation be denoted by XA^ " e/? J* -hen
XA^ " { X><' ®Af I ~~ eA(Xn e r?

Similarly if y <A , we may write^ M-S -"4-S

if yu corresponds to J±s - This form of relation is preserved
under addition and multiplication since

xai+ ?h=eAhx-.+ )e,f =y„
eA,X" e'2 ei-' y" C,f r xC 0 — — — - — _ .. (q =f r)

=1% y„ e,S=fX.. • eAs] (q =1
This result can be expressed as follows. If C is an algebra

simply isomorphic with A and P is a simple matric algebra

of order n3^ and if every element of 0 is commutative with

every element of D, then A = CD. In general if C and D

arejkny algebras such that every element of the one is
commutative with every element of the other and if the

order of the complex A — CD is the product of the orders

of the algebras C and D, then A is an algebra which is

called the direct product of C and D.
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The final result can therefore he stated as follows

-y.
theorem 22. Any simple algebra can he expressed as the

direct product of a primitive and a simple matric algbbra.

Car£an gives this form of a simple algebra in the field

of all real numbers apparently without observing that

his result is capable of this simple description.

Another proof of this theorem is given in 9,^bis paver

accompanies the present thesis.

Fince semi-simple algebras can be reduced to the direct

sum of several simple algebras, theorem 22 amounts to

the determination of the form of all semi-simple algebras.

Theorem 23. The direct product of a primitive algebra

B and a quadrate algebra C is simple; and element which

is commutative with every other element of A is an

element of B.

Let C be defined by

= 1,2,...n), eh = , e^e^= 0 fq 4 r)

e^fpyji" 1,2,...n) being a -primitive set of idempotent
elements. If D is any invariant sub-algebra, then

and is not zero for some value of p and q^unless D •

is zero. But every element of e^De£ is the product of
and an element of B; and if x<; B, then Bx = B ~ xB.

Hence Be^^rD. We have however

Beh V = BeA^

e^Be^^ eff/L e^B = e^B



for every value of s and r. This gives A — D, which

proves the first part of the theorem.

Again if x is any element,which is commutative with every

other element of A, then x — ^ x e where x <B. But

e^£x = xe^ . Hence
**7 x . e ~ xe; = e; x = ) x e 10
X A£ is As

therefore x = 0 Cr =£ s) and x^_= i.e. x is an element

of B. This theorem is the converse of the preceding one.

Cor. The only element of a quadrate algebra which is

commutative with every other element, is the modulus.

Theorem 24. If >T is a maximal niljbotent invariant sub-

algebra of an algebra A which possesses a modulus, anc£ if

(A-IT) is simple, then A can be expressed as the direct

product of a simple mo.tr-' c algebra and an algebra which

contains only one idempotent element.

Hrorn theorem 22 we have

AA? AM (mod- N)'

Hence, as any invariant sub-algebra of A^^ is necessarily
nilpotent, we must have

^fk" A/A
■s

In particular A^ = A^ and since when p — q the proof
does not assume that e^is primitive, we have also

**- i



If x^ 18 an element of A^ which is not contained in
then x^ A^. The proof of this is almost

exactly as it is given in theotem 2.0 and it is therefore

only necessary here to give it very briefly. If x^A.^C A^
there must "be some xr* such that X/.,x. = 0. But by theorem

£ t- ^

2.0 there is an x^ such that x^£— x^x^. is not zeroj and
therefore has a.n 1 nverse y.„ with respect to e_. Hence

it l

V= ^V= ^ vx^^= 0
and therefore x.- A.. — A . . An important, consequence of

/"i fx ' <

this is that, for any x^ which is not contained In ,

there is an xe^_ such that x^ ®Ay
It can now be "proved exactly as in therren<J31 and 22 that

A contains a simple matric algebra and that it can be

expressed as the direct product of this matric algebra

and an algebra containing only one idempotent element.

It is possible at this point to state Cartqn's main

theorem regarding the classification of algebras in the

field of ordinary complex or real numbers if use is made

of the fact that in the latter field quaternions is the

only primitive algebra and in the former the algebra, of

one idemrotent unit. The result for an arbitrary field

seems more difficult to obtain, the difficulties centring

round the proof of the theorem that an algebra of only

one idempotent unit cn>tbe expressed as the sum of a



primitive and a nilpote.nt algebra, a theorem, which 1

obvious in the above tv'o special cases.

The proof given in the next section is rather long

but much additional information is obtained in the

course of the work.



7. The Identical Equation.

This section is not intended as a development of the

thi ory of the identical equation, and so only those

points are dealt with which are of importance from our

present point of view.

If x Is any element^of an algebra A which has a finiteA*"^
the algebra generated by x, being a sub-algebra of A,

must have a finite basis, x therefore satisfies a. relation

of the form

x*"+ a^*1- + a^x + a^~ 0 (l)
where a, ,a,_,. . .a are marks of the given field, and a^ is to

be taken as zero if the alge ra has no modulus and other¬

wise as the product of the modulus and a mark of the field.

If x( ,xi x^ Is a basis of A A and x x , the
4- N" c^rth rower of x can be expressed in the form x ~Z f x

3 S
A) -

where s is a rational integral function of the y * s

Hence not more than _a powers of x can be Independent^and x

satisfies an equation of the form (l) w.he^e a^,aL,...a^

are now rationl Integral functions of the f's. This equatio

being an Identity in the there must be an equation of

this form, of lowest degree which is satisfied by x

whatever values are assigned to the f"'s. This equation is

called the identical or characteristic equation of the

algebra. For particular values of the f's, x may satisVy
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an equation of lower decree "but there is evidently at

least one x which satisfies no equation of lower decree.

The equation of lowest degree satisfied "by a particular

x has been ca lied by Frobenius the reduced equation of

that element.

The characteristic of the identical equation will be

denoted by f(x) or by f/L(x) where it is desirable to

emphasise the fact that %ke coefficients are functions of x

If N is the maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of Ay

being its index, and if g(x) is the identical equation

r I4
of (A- IT) then, if x<A, g(x) < W and hence ig(x)J =0.

/ 1 ^gCx)r is therefore divisible by f(x). It may of course

happen that gCx)'= f(x) as ^n the algebra.

e, e t e % e^

e, e
i
0 e 3 0

0 e ^ 0

©i 0 0 0

0 0 0

where if x r-- feV (
e + f e7. Z ' I ^

then
i

X -■( f,+ £.)x + £

In a. rrimitive algebra, ffx) is irreducible; for otherwise

the nroduct of two elements would be zero. An "immediate

consequence of this is that if the given field is so

extended that every equation is soluble, the only rrimitive

algebra in the extended field is the algebra of one unit e~

Theorem 25. If A is an algebra which is semi-simple In a

f
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I -jf
then P is also semi-simple In P.

— —

It is here assumed that rational elements ■which are //(
Independent in F are also independent in F.7

Since a semi-simple algebra is the direct sum of a number

of simple algebras, and a simple algebra 1s the direct

product of a primitive and a matric algebra, it is

sufficient to consider primitive algebras.

Let the identical equation of the primitive algebra P be

f fx) = a x +.. . + a = 0 (1)

If P has a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra IT in the

extended field, the identical equation of (A-v) is also

fCx) = 0, since the latter has 7io multiple roots. Fence if

z is any element of IT and x any element of .A, x and x z

have the same identical equation since they are equal

modulo >T.

Let z ~ x be any element of >T, the x's forming a

rational basis for A. Then

z(~ xrz-zxc = L-?Cx x -xx ) = ) $ xy y y u. s -t.

where x' (r — 1,2,...a) are rational and x^~ 0. Similarly

z!(~ x!z'~z x!~X£ (xlx -x'x ) --11$ x *t t 7-t T -4- -4.

where there are now at most a-2 terns under the summation

sign. This nrocess nay be contained till each of the element

VA)
x under the summation sign after the pth operation 1s

commutative with z^ i.e. 2 == 0. being commutative

(A)
with each of x^ (r = 1,2,...a) is also commutative with
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every element of the algebra generated by them. Let this

algebra be denoted by B and Its Identical equation by

f(x) " 0. Since x(A',x^... are rational, B has a rational
/ 7 i 7

basis. There is then a rational element x "'hose identical

equation -with regard to B is also its reduced equation,

and a non-zero element z of B, which is also a.n element of

if, such that xz -zx. We may obviously assume z = 0. As

before f(x + z) — 0; hence on expanding we g~t

0 = fCx + z) = f(x) f/'('x)z = f/'('x)z

But, seeing that B is rrimitive, f fx), being of lower

degree than fCx), has an inverse; hence z = 0, i.e. A has no

nit-potent sub-algebra and is therefore semi-simple in f/
Theorem 26. If an algebra A is rational in a field P

and P ' is any field containing P; and if B is the algebra

composed of all elements of A which are, in commutative

with every element of a sub-complex C of A; and if C has

in P a rational basis of order greater than 1, every

element of which possesses an inverse; then B is also

rational in P.

Let xf,x1,...x£t be a rational basis of A. Then any

element y ofrB is of the form y x , where f (r ~ 1,2,.a

I
a' e marks of P. If b is the order of B, there is some y

for which at least b of the ^'s are linearly independent
in P. We may therefore suppose that the first n of the |
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are linearly independent in P.and that the remainder

vanish. Let now x "be any rational element of C which has

an inverse. xx( .xx^,. . .xx are then linearly independent
and so also are x.x.x.x, x. x; hence

x.x- "L y xx„ (r ~ 1,2,.. .a)-iUs 5>

them's "being rational. Since xy ~ yx, we must have
0 - xy-yx = T($- t^fs)xx^

Hence (r=l,2,...n)

But the £'s a,re linearly independent; hence these equatiohs

must reduce to identities and therefore

xx^ — xx (r = 1,2,...n) (?.)

Now since C has a rational "basis in which every element has

an Inverse, (2) is true for every elemnt of C. Hence it

is possible to choose a rational "basis for B viz. xf,x^,..x^

Theorem 27, If P ' is a field,containing the given field P,

in which every equation is soluble; and if a primitive
/

algebra A is expressed in P as the direct sum of r simple

algebras Af,A^,...A.i then these algebras are simrly isomorp
with each other, and, in P,r A can be expressed as the direct

product of a commutative algebra., which is rational in P,

and an algebra isomorphic with A(,At,...A^.
t

Since in F the only primitive algebra is the algebra of

one unit, A ,,Av,...A are matric. Let ef,e^, ...e^ be the
moduli of A, .A ,.. .A respectively. 11hen ever-"- element of( ' t—

t hp h 1 p-pVi i-H u = p p . . . . p. 1r commutative with every
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element of A. Hence, "by the "previous tneorm, a "basis

can "be found for P "which is rational in P.

It is easily shown,as in the theory of finite groups, tnat

we can find a/b — c rational elements x ,x^,. ..x c such

that any element of A can "be exnressed uniquely in the
c

form x ~ y y , y (r = l,2,...c) "being elements of P.
7 st_ -r

Hence we have a. primitive algebra 0 of c units in the

n
field F obtained "by adjoining P to F; and in this algebra

scalar multiples of the modulus are the only elements

commutative with every element of C. In P,' C ca^therefore

be expressed as a simrle matric algebra C = (e^) of
- degree* n -- Vc. It follows that A can be expressed as the

*~This gives a proof of a theorem by /lien to the effect
that the order of a primitive algebra is of the form
bn. I have only seen an abstract of this paper. See
Amer.Math.Soc.Pull. XI (1905) pg. 351.

direct product of 0 and P. Hence the theorem.

Theorem 28. If A is an algebra, in which every element,

which has no inverse, is nilpotent, it can be exrressed in

the form A = p -*• TT, where P is a primitive algebra and "vr

is the maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra.

We shall first show that the theorem is true in the case

where (A-N) is commutative. To do tin's it is only

necessary to show that there is a sub-algebra of A which

has tne same identical equation, f(x) — 0, as (A-,T).

Let x be an element of A which corresronds to an element
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of f^-N) "whose identical equation is also its reduced

equation. If f(x) ~ 0, the theorem is "proved, we therefore

set f (x) — z 0, z "being then an element of tr which 1s

commutative with x. Let us first sup-nose that 0.

Then putting x-z/f fx) for x In f(x), we get

fCx-z/f 4x)) -= f(x)-z = 0.

The theorem is therefore true of f.A-'T ) /./$//(/////j?Z~//Y//-]t

Hence we can so choose ~°f in A — B 4- N
<L

I I , i V ' X
that B —■ B (mod. >1 and therefore B + P ts an algebra

which can be treated as before. The theorem then follows

for commutative algebras by induction. If the given field

is a Galois field, it can be shown that there '■ s no non-

commutative "primitive algebra. In this case therefore the

proof of the theorem Is complete at this point.

Let us now consider the case where (/-IT) is not commutative

Buprose first that (T-TT) is not simple when when the

given field is extended. There is then a commutative sub-

algebra, whose elements are commutative w'th every clement

of (A-u). To this algebra, there corresponds a. sub-algebra

of A, In which the primitive part of B can be serarated

from the nilrotent part as above. Hence by adjoining B to

the given field as in theorem 27, we obtain an allgebra .A

with a mximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebraf1/ such that
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(M remains simple when the given field Is extended.

It is therefore sufficient to confine our attention to

such a/lgecras. We shall therefore suppose that, in the

Jextended field P, A can "be expressed as the direet^Ttoduct
of simple raatric a^lgebra. B and a nilpotent algehra. M of

index d .

/A
Since M = 0 and every element of M is commutative with

oi-l

every element of B, it follows that every element of M

is commutative with every element of A and therefore, by
el-I

theorem 2d, we can choose a basis for M which is raltional

in P. Similarly there is a. rational sub-algebra of

corresponding to CM -M ). ^his means that we can choose

ol-X
a basis for m such that each element consists of a rational

element and an element <bf M which is not necessarily

ol-3- <*.-/ c^~l
rational. But since M contains M , and M has a rational

basis, we may neglect, the irrational Part s i.e. we can

choose a ratioaal basis for M and hence,/p/ by a finite

number of such steps, for M.

The problem can now be still further simplified by showing

that tne general case can be made toct&pend on the case

where M consists of s. single unit. Let y be any element of

2-
M which is not an element of M, then, as in theorem 12,v"

^ a^c. ~ A<) -t-Ati,
W e can express M in the form M = y + Ll( where AM ^C since
N = BM — AM). The algebra of (A-AM ) which corresponds to

then consists of a single unit. If now the theorem is true



in this particular case, (A-AM ) can "be expressed as the

sum of a primitive and a nil-no" ent algebra; arid hence A

can "be expressed in the form A = IT where P( = Bj (mod. Aty

Hence B( + AMf is an!algebra which can "be treated as "beforeh¬
and so on till all the elements of M are exhausted. We

shall therefore now suppose that the "basis of M consists

X
of a single element y. N is then zero.

For the remainder of the proof we require certain identitia

which can "be derived from the identical eouation as fcbllows

Of. Sylvester Rhaw )L( Tiibagr-

If in the identical equation f,((x) of an algebra we

substitute x fy for x, being a scalar, and expand as

a polynomial in we have a relation which is tine for

any value of f; and hence the coefficients of the various

powers of ^ must vanish. The following notations are of

value in expressing these identities.
4.

Let the coefficient of fin the expansion of (x y)
( K !f\

be denoted by ^ J and sim vlarly the coefficient of
-i to <sl V

CC'" ^S±n ..+ ^xCS>)H by ( Mv ij )
.us ( ■w ,J~ xKy + xHyx +...+ yx*. Also, if n is theThu

degree f (x), lot the coefficient of x be denoted by

£ • L ij of degree r in the coefficients of x.
ff(i> ex/ -Jf ^

Finally let -4,.-—ij J^fenote the coefficient of f( fj-
in tne expansion of I

^

(ft. O CO c

where r = r. -1- r. -M . **-s
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When there id no chance of confusion It Is. often more

convenient to write (x^,yy), -or < ?

We may also ohserve here that

){ Vb l)~ uv> ^ f~')^*->)
With this notation the ahove identities can he exrressed

as follows

^ or i = L<{ 1 * I ■£} (9)
(li ?) ) +-+£*-<1)

t-Li] r«-^ *3*° ~'(rj

£ e £ ? ---*>

!h*+ - -- - *- £-0 1 «

fimilar identities can easily he obtained for three or

more elements by the same methods.

In the algebra we are considering, the primitive algebra

(a-N) is, in f, equivalent to a matric ahLgebra

e^Cp,q= 1,2,...ri), which, by theorem PA, is a .cub-algabra
of A. Hence if xf ,x^,...x/are element s of //(/ / j/fCffi/,
(A-ll) corresponding to / rational elements x^x^.-.x^of
of A, we must have a. relation of the form

"i =%W f1'
f I '

Consider these equations now as defining x «xi* • • *x^as

elements of A, so giving a primitive algebra isomorphic

with (A->T) but not necessarily rational in F. We have,
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however, x ~ x^' (nod. N)
I 11

or say x = x -x y
U U. -r

t/
where it is immaterial whether x is expressed in terns of

1 /
x^x^,... or x ,x^,... since these differ only "by elements

2- /,
of IT and IT — 0. We can choose one of the elements, say x =f e,

f
so that x = . For this it is sufficient to choose x(

so that f, (x.) =- 0 and then to choose e,, ,e ,..e so
Jl I I ' ? "L 7

that the primitive idenpotent elements of the algebra

generated by x( are dependent on eIK ,eu,...eHV. further,if

x/' (p ^ l) is irrational, we nay suppose x^~ X where
^ In general xy['= x/, where x^t is rational. We

may however suppose the rational element xy,6 y included
in x^ w-fj^out disturbing the corresroridence of x^and x^'
x^ (s— 1,2,... ) are rational and |^yare irrational
scalars which are linearly independnt in IP.

Let us now consider the rth of the series of invariant

relations, connecting x( and x^as elements of CA—>T) viz
i i=C r "a )b ?_ (_ * 3 J J~

° t~o y~~

' K (
Putting x^+ Xy y for in the left hand side we get

u n .£ v
j f 1—

'
. «

where z is rational since x^= x^ + x^y is ratioaal. Also
i ,.'u / II,

j n, n\ | r / i<Af h£\ f "a' "a'",
j ,-k—t-p i J ~ *j j f J ty

r n I

'(A "L J



Hence we may put x^ for x^ in (35) . The left hand side
of (A) then "becomes a. linear and homogeneous expression

in •r^.Cs" 1,2,... } with rtional coefficients, and, as

the f's are linearly independent in F, it cannot equal

a rational quantity; hencexit must vanish identically

i.e. z = 0. Hence f( ^(x,+ ^x^) -- 0 for all values of

and f and^.for p — l,2,...n. By a repetition of this argument' h

f(x( + ^x^taking the place of xj, we can show that f(2"fyx *)
Furthermore in the above process x( may "be replaced by a

rational integral function of it say hfx,); and since
i t "

h(x/)xfjz hfx( )x^-L hCx^j^y,
a ! . , t,

which is linear in x^_, x^ may "be replaced by hix^Jx;
Hence ffh(fx,) + h v(xt )x^hjfxj )) ~0
where h fx.), h fx ) and h fx ) are rational functions of x.

i i. ' i. i if t

j 1 '*1 t "j. '< \ — 'a. "Aeain xA=xA+ (xAx/(+ x^Jy - xrf x^y
where x|== 1 fA,(x/LxAs'+ xAsxA)
the £ S remaining linearly independent. Hence x \ or any' A

rational integral function of x^ may take the place of x^
in the above argument. Combining these results, we find

that, if x is any element of the algebra C generated by x

and x^, then f^fx) — 0, This algebra cannot be identical
with A. For it would then contain the element y which

is commutative with every other element. But f,(fx) ~ 0
is the identical equation of fA-H) and therefore
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0 — f Cx + y) - f Cx) + f (x)y = f (x)y

u >< "

■which is inporsible since (A-!!) is primitivey

Let now the theorem be assumed to hold, for algebras of

order less than the onder of A. C then has a rational

primitive sub-algebra C ( which contains elements congruent
to x, and x^ modulo N, and is therefore of higher order
than the algebra generated by x(.

Let P be any rational primitive sub-algebra of A of

order r. Pince in the extended field it is equivalent to

a ma trie algebra, we mav suppose {p,q r~ l,2,...n) so
f * f

chosen that x,,x , ...x form a rational basis of P andi ' i * u.

n fj
hance x/ ~ . . .= x^— 0. Rut the algebra generated by P
and x^ fp> r) has, n we have shown above, f;/>-) r= 0 as
its identical equation. As before, it cannot be equal to

A and hence has a rational primitive sub-algebra which

is of greater order than P since x^-jt P. Hence by a

repetition of this process A can be expressed as the £#m of

a rrimitive and a nilpotent algebra. >Tow the theorem is

obviously true of algebras of one unit; hence, by induction,

it is true for algebras of any order.
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Classification of Potent Algebras Ccont.)

The results of the "receding sections may "be summarised

as follows.

(i) An algebra can be expressed uniquely as the direct

sum of two algebras, one of which has a modulus, and the

other no modulus and no integral sub-algebra which has

a modulus. (Theorem 10)

(ii) gn algebra which has a modulus can be expressed

uniquely as the direct sum of a number of irreducible

algebras (Theorem 10)

(iii) Any algebra can be expressed as the sum of a

nilpotent algebra, and a semi-simple algebra. The latter

algebra is not unique, but any t™o determinations of it

are simply isomorphic. (Theorems 24 and 28)

(iv) A semi-simple algebra can be expressed uniquely

as the direct sum of a number of simple algebras (Theorems

10 and 17)

(v) A simple algebra can be yfyf/ be exrressed as the

direct product of a primitive and a simple quadrate

algebra (theorems 22 and 23)

(vl) A simple quadrate algebra can be exrressed as a

matric algebra. (Theorem 2,2)

The classification of algebras can not be carrledcmuch

further than this till a classification of nilpotent
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algebras lias "been found "which is reach nore corrolete than

any that has as yet "been arrived at.



9. Non-a.spoctative Algebras.

'Aany of the results of the previous sections are true

of a much larger class of number-systems than linear

associative algebras. In this section I discuss the

extension of some of these results to non-associative

algebras. A non-associative algebra differs from an

associative algebra only 1n that for some elements the

associative lav does not hold true. Throughout^the tern
algebra will be used to include non-associative algebras

as well as associative ones, the arrrorria^te adjective belru?

affixed when it is wished to distinguish between them.

The calculus of complexes is the same as in £ 1 excent

that A.PC is not necessarily the same as A^.C. Hence any

of the previous theorems which do not involve, directly

or indirectly, products of /yf more than two members hold

also for non-associative algebras. Thus an invariant sub-

complex of an algebra is itself an algebra, and so on,

the terms simple and invariant being defined as in fs.
Hence also, if B

( and B are invariant sub-algebras of
Ay B + B tis an invariant sub-algebra of A and if B ( awd

B varejhaxtmal, A -- p r (not being eoual to Ft .

If B is any sub-algebra of A and A ~ B + 0, the elements

of C define a new algebra if elements which differ only

by elements of B are regarded as equal. This algebra,

which may be said to be complementary to B, is not



since C can be chosen in a great variety of ways. If

however B is invariant, it is easily seen that the algehr;

is unique. In this case it con therefore he denoted

"by (A-B). The proofs of theorems 4 to 6 are thenjkppl icabli
word for word to non-associative aClgebras, the final

result "being that any two difference series of an

algebra with a finite basis differ from oneianother merelv

in the order of their terns.

V/e may notice here a peculiar difference bet-ween

associative and non-associ&tivge algebras, namely that

in the latter an algebra may have all its elements nil-

potent and yet be simple. Consider the non-associative

alg-bra whose multiplication table is

At least two of these are independent, say etx and e^x.

Then, if B — e,x, eax, AB = A; this being also true if

any other two be taken to be independent. Hence A is

\ e, e^ e^
eTTO e , ez
e t e, 0 e5
e 3 e! e? 0

the given field being OFjgJ. Here

e] x e"L~ Xei



simple. We may also observe that A =- a. This marks

another point of difference; for a has no idermotent

element. Another interesting example of this ■»s the alp:eh

the field being the same as before. It is easily

verified that in this algebra the equation xy = Z has

for given values of z and y, not both zero, a unique

solution x. This algebra has therefore mafny of the

properties of a primitive algebra although it has no

modulus.

The formation of rowers in a non-associative algebra

is rather complex. Thus x.x1 is not necessarily the sane

as x^x; nor a.akthe sane as ax.a. We shall use the

following notation

and so on, the ?ndex denoting the manner in which the

terms s.re grouped. All powers for which the sum of the

indices is r are said to be of the rth degree.

If all trie nth powers of an algebrs are zero, it Is

said to be a nilpotent algebra of index n. If A is

nilpotent, the sun of the rth powers Is less than the

sum of the (r-l)th powers. To show this let A be the

sum of the sth powers and suppose that the theorem

a(a(a. .. (A) ...)) ~ a] (a^.a^)a- a
)t_ cm.--a 4



holds for s / r. Then

&0
n .6-0 . r*-o . / A ."U, .&-d . / . c*.-oA -- A. A + A .A~ A. A -A . A - A

But Al<Ai hence the theorem follows by Induction.

Fgl f«s] ^ toA — A and A ^ A ; hence, as In theorem 7, we

may express A In the form

A - B . .+ Btv_,

where This is the normal form of a }?

nilrotent algebra.

Emery element of a nilpotent algebra Is nllpotent in

the sense that for some value of n each of its nth rowers

vanishes. This condition is however not sufficient to

rentier the algehra. nilpotent as may be seen from the

first of the examples given on page i\2. . A sufficient

condition is however not difficult to find. If n is the

[K]
index of a. nilpotent algebra A, then A -- 0, and in

particular, if x and y are any two elements, then

y(vf. . .yfyx).. . )) r- 0

How the proof of theorem holds for non-associative

, f
algebras step for step, except that from A t," A we

f)
cannot deduce that A has an idempotent element. There

is however an element y such that yx — x, from which it
/

follows thaft yfyC•..y(yx)...)) "^ 0; and therefore A is

not nilpotent. Hence a necessary and sufficient condition

that A be nilpdtent is that it contains no Pali" of element



y and x such that- yx = x Cx-^O). y of course need not

"be distinct from x.

Of the remaining theorems.of section theorems 9

and 13 hold also for non-associ&tive algebras. The

others de£l chiefly with idempotent$ elements and do not

seem to have any direct, analogue in fthe general theory.

A rough classification of non-associative algebras may

however be obtained an follows. In an. algebra A there

will in general be a sub-algebra M( composed of all
elements z such that z.xy = zx.y for any elements x and y

of A. The modulus, if the algebra has one, win be con¬

tained in M.. Tor this reason I shall call it the modular

sub-algebra of the first kind. Similarly, the elements

z such that x.zy ~ xz. y form an associative algebra M

which may be called the modular sub-algebra of the second

kind, and elements such that x.?/z — xy. z form an associ¬

ative algebra called the modular sub-algebra of the

third kind. The elements common to all three form an

algebra M which will be caflled the^ principal modulafr

subalgebra of A.

If now e ,ei,...e|fciB a primitive set of idenpotent

elements of M, we have

A "k • aAi A. f 0 (1' * r) % ArC Hi
This is analogous to Peirces form for a linear associative

a.lgehra and may he made the "basis of a. ra,T*tia^ classific-
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at ion of non-associative algebras.
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10. Eemi-invariant Sub-algebras.

Tne proofs of the theorems of this section are merely

repetitions of 'what lias already "been done and are

theref» re for the most part omitted.

If B is a sub-algebra of a,n algebra A, it is said to be

semi-invariant If cither AB ^B or BA^-B. We shall assume

throughout this section that AB^B.

If B
, and R

^ are two different maximal invariant sub-
algebras of A, then evidently B A, since A.CB^ Bz)^B,"AA
Further if B = B , it may be shown that the difference

algebras complementary to B ,B^ and R nay be so chosen

that (A-B, WCb^-E), (A-Bx) ^(B, -B)
Since f^-Bj) etc. are not uniquely determined, these
symbolBehave no meaning unless it is shown how the algebras
are to be determined, e.g. in this case by setting
B , CgxB — 0 ; C^-R B, (\~B — 0 ; A = C ,+ C jf- B
(A-B) is of course not necessarily simple when B is maximal.

It then follows as in theorem that if

A,B
^ ,B^ , . . .,... , A,B(,B^,....B^ , « • •

are two series of algebras such that each of them is a

maximal invariant semi-invariant sub-aglgebra of the

preceding term, then the corresponding series of difference

algebras can be so chosen that they differ merely in

regard to the order to in which their terms occur.

In a potent associative algebra, a maximal nilpotent

semi-invariant sub-algebra is invariant and is therefore



unique. For

AH •=: IT, HA. A FA, A. HA^ 1TA

(1TA )*== HA1TA ^JT,"A, (mf 4 H A = 0
of.

if H ~ 0. Hence HA is a nilpotent invariat sub-algebra,

of A Hence, also either ITA^H or A — HA + N. In the latter

case A ~ IT A + N

therefore A is nilpotent contrary to our assumption.

Hence we must have HA^F, which proves the theorem.

Suppose now that both A and B have a modulus, the

moduli being respectively e and e( . Then if
e ~ e-e ., we have A = Ae.-'-e Ae +e Ae == B + C ■+■ j whereI 7 I ^ 2 ^ y

B = Aef , 0 = e (Ae^, D ~ e^Ae^, and B ^(C **■ D = 0, C <^B = 0,
Since aT— A we have

A — Ae,Ae,+ etAe,Ae,Hyt e^evAef+ Ac fAet + etAez_Ael-A e^Ae^Ae^
E*= B, and the multiplication table of ththerefore B = B, and the multiplication table of the algebra

has the form

B C B

p

C

B

B C 0
0 0 C

0 0 B

C is a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of A whose

complementary algebra is reducible. Hence, for

associative algebras, no semivinvariant sub-algebra of a

simple algebra has a modulus.

A primitive algebra is the only type of algebra which

has no semi-invariant sub-algebra.



11. The Direct Product.

Let A x (, x^ ,. . . x ^; B y( , y^_ , • * •

he two complexes of order a and h respectively such that

every element of A Is eommutat!ve with every element of B;

and further let all the elements (r ~ 1,2,...a;

s— 1,2,...b) he linearly Independent; then the complex

C X( y( , x( y^ , . .., '" *

is called the direct product of A and B.

The following Is an alternative definition. Consider

all nairs of the form (x,y), where x <A and y <B. Let

Cx x/ y yf) = fx,y) + (x'y) 4- (x,y/) 4- fx

ana (x, y). Cxy/ ) = C xx / yy ^).
The elements ('x,y) generate an algehra of which they

themselves fcrm a complex of order ah which is said to

he tiie direct product of A and B, and is denoted hy AXB.

We shall generally take A and B to he algebras, in

which 6ase J>XB is an algehra.

The following relations follow immediately from the

definition.

AXCB + C) = AXC + AXC, AX(BXC) = (AKp)^C

AX(B ~C) = .A KB ^AXC

If A = BAC has a modulus, B and C must each have a inodulu

and conversely. In this case there is also a suh-complex

of A isomorphic with B, namely the direct product of B
f /

a.nd the modulus of C. If B and C a >e the suh-complexes



of A which correspond to B and C, then A = p'c == c'b/
When B and C have moduli it Is usually convenient to

take these moduli to he identical as this (following

the first definition) makes B and C sub-complexes of

A — BXC which ma.ytherefore he writtehSfe B C. C-3 .

If B has an invariant sub-algebra , B()CC is obviously

an invariant sub-algebra of A; hence if A is'simple, B

and C are also simple. The converse of this is however

not always true. Hor instance let

-e

he the table of B and let E — 0; then the table of A is

e,

e0 e ^

~e, et,-e 3

ek -ei -e i
-e5~e ^ e,

where e (= f6l,e;), e^— (e( , ), 6^= (e^,e,) and e = (e^ej
If we put eife -+- e ) e' — -i( e _e )

I (V * 2,

d— i(e -e,), e -- £(e + e„)
■x IT <y s_ 3

the table becomes

f ( r t
ei ez e3 ev

e, e/ ej 0 0
e/ eJ-e/ 0 0
e/: 0 o' e; e/
e4'| 0 0 e;-e3.

Hence B/C is reducible.

It is interesting to note that the above algebra can also



expressed inthe form BVc, "here the table of C is

_ \ e < e ^
e Te, 0
e
r | 0 e i

Hence from £ — BXCl~ PXc it does not necessarily follow

that C ■= Cf . This is probably true if the field be

sufficiently extended.



IP Conclusion.

It is remarkable that the properties of a field wi+h

regard to division are not used in many of the theorems

of the preceding sections. The first place in which it

"Is used is where it is assumed that if AVA the order of

A* is less than the order of A. Thus if the multiplication

table of the algebra is

\ e ( ec

ef P,e , Pe t
e t / Pe^Pe f

agnd the set of positive and negative integers takes the

place of the given field, then A~z- 2e, 2e^ , which is not
equivalent to A. In other words, if B <A and A = B + C

then for every such C, B is contained in C

Of we call B a proper sub-complex of A when we can find

C such that !A = B ■+• C, B <aC rr 0, and in theorem P

substitute »proper invariant sub-complex' for 'invariant

sub-complex' throughout, we find that all the theorems

of the section hold without further modification. Most of

the theorems of the other section can be modified in a.

similar fashion. Thus theorem , when modified reads

If A is an algebra with not more than one tdempotent. element

and x is any element such that Ax is a "proper sub-complex

of A, then x is nilpotent.

I nave not carried out this process in detail as the

resulte obtained do not seem of sufficient interest.
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ON THE STRUCTURE OF HYPERCOMPLEX NUMBER SYSTEMS*

SAUL EPSTEEN and J. H. MACLAGAN-WEDDERBURN f

In this paper theorems regarding linear associative algebras are enunciated
which are analogous to the Jordan-Holder theorems concerning the quotient
groups and indices of composition in the theory of finite groups (cf. Burnside,
Theory of Groups, chapter 7); and of the corresponding Vessiot-Engel
theorems in the theory of continuous groups (Annales del' ficole Normale
S u p ei'ieure, vol. 9 (1892), p. 208 ; Lie-Engel, Transformationsgruppen,
vol. 3, pp. 701, 765).

The methods used throughout are rational and hence the results apply to
hypercomplex number systems in which the coefficients are restricted to be
marks of a given field, finite or infinite.

§1-
We consider the linear associative algebra

(!) ' E=ex---emem+x--.erer^...en,
where

(^) A = ei3 (t=l , ' • - J ?l).

From the associativity property (\%)eis = e{ (euet ) and the linear indepen¬
dence of the units are deduced the relations

(3) ( Thiols yLMs "hi'hk y^hh ) = ® ( h > h i U < ?5 ; l.i '' ' i n ) •

Addition of complexes. If Xx, • • •, Xm are any m independent numbers of
the system E, all numbers linearly dependent on the and only
on these numbers are said to form a complex of order m. We may write
Ex = Xl • ■ ■ Xm. If, similarly, E2 = X[ ■ ■ ■ Xf, the complex formed of all
members linearly dependent on Xx, • • •, Xm, X[, • • •, X'm, is called the sum of Ex
and E2. The order of Ex + E2 is not greater than the sum of the orders of Ex
and E2 but may be less ; thus if Ex — e, • • • em ■ ■ ■ er, E2 — em+1 • • • e. • • • em,
the sum Ex -f E2 is of order m'. According to this convention, E + Ex = E,
E+E2 = E,E+E=E.

* Presented to the Society (Chicago) Deceinher 529, '1904. Received for publication January
14, 1905.
t Carnegie.Research Scholar (Scotland).
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Multiplication of complexes.* When Ex and E2 are defined as above, the
product EXE„ is defined as the complex of all numbers linearly dependent on
X X' ( p = 1, • • •, m; q = 1, • • •, m ). It is easily shown from the definition of
multiplication of complexes that the process is associative. Thus if we consider
the system

e, e.

, 0
and let Ey = e1, E2 = e2, then EXE2 = exe2= e2. It can easily he seen that if
the main system E contains a modulus (say e,) then EE{= E:) — E; for, the
modulus (unit) e1 multiplied by el ■ ■ ■ en on the right gives ex ■ • ■ en and therefore
E2 contains all the units of E. If E does not contain a modulus it may hap¬
pen that in E2 some of the units ex,••■, e do not appear and therefore E: < E.
The condition that E be a system, closed under multiplication, is E2 < E.

Semireducibility. The algebra E is said to be semi reducible f when by a
proper choice of units the following conditions are fulfilled :

(4). X-2X=2X'
(5) 2X-X=2X"
the general number of E being

for every X, ,X,

X= ,X + 2X' = £«.+ X ek ■
j= 1 fc=?u+l

It follows at once that the complex X, = em+l ■ ■ ■ cn is closed under multiplica¬
tion. The conditions (4) and (5) may be written
(4') EE2<E2,

(5') E2E^X2,
and, therefore, of course, E2E2 — E\ < E2. Under these conditions the sub-
algebra E2 is said to be invariant in E.J
Theorem. E2 cannot contain the modulus, of E among its numbers. For,

from (4) and (5) it is impossible that any number 2I of E0 shall have the prop¬
erty that 2I-X= X- 2I= X for every number Xof E.

Accompanying system,§ complementary system. If
E = Ey + E2 = e, • • • emem+1 ■.. en,

*Feobenius, Berliner Sitzungsberiolite, 1895, p. 164.
f Transaotions. vol. 4 (1903), p. 440.
JCabtan, Annales de Toulouse, vol. 12 (1898).
§ Molien's Begleitendes System, Matheniatische Annalen, vol. 41 (1893), p. 93.
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we may write, in well known notation, E = E{ (mod E2), E = E2(mod Ex) \
similarly, if X=^X+2X, where X belongs to E, xX to El, 2X to E2,
we may write'X= t^Y(mod E2) or X= ,-5T(mod E{). Regarding as equal*
any two numbers of E which are equal, modulo E2, we get, when E: is
an invariant subsystem, a hypercomplex number system K which is said to
accompany E and to be complementary to the invariant subsystem E2 with
respect to E. It is evidently sufficient to show that the system so defined
is associative. If 1Xa, , Y/3, xXy are three numbers of El and if

= = l-^a/3 ~~h 2^a/3 > 1^9 = "*^~9y = l"^9v '

then

( l^a ' 1^9 ) ' 1^; = !^a9 ' + 2^9 ' = l^(«9)v + 2^
if E2 Ex < E2. Similarly

l^a ' ( 1-^9 ' i^v ) = + i^r •

Now by the associative law and the linear independence of the units we have

l-^-(a9)y = l"^-a(9y) '
and therefore

(1A^-1X,)1A; s xXa ■ (xXp ■ xXy)(mod E2).
The above may also be deduced from a consideration of the 7iJi2i3's. Using

(3) it is seen that
n

i^j) {%ihh'YiaJih ^hhklhhis) ® (ji> jn U i '") •
i3=l

Now if

E2E^E2, ExE2^E2,
or,

tX- lX=tX\ 1X-2X=2X",
that is to say, if every ykJJ = 0 and every yJkj = 0, we may write (3;) in the
form

m

(^l) 53(%'i .7;: lr, y.i'iJija)
A=l

§2-
By El —- E2 is meant the common complex of Ex and E2. Thus if in (1),

E=ex • • • em • • • er, E2=em+l ■ ■ ■ er ■ ■ ■ en, then E^E2=em+1 ■ ■ ■ er. E^Et= 0
states that Ex and E2 have no numbers in common.

* Frobenius, 1. c., p. 634.
t According to Molien, loc. oit., p. 92, it is necessary tliat EE„ < E2, E2E< E2. Evidently,

from the text, we can have an accompanying system with the milder conditions £1 /<",
Ex E2 < E.2.
It may be remaiked at tlii.s point that the are the structure constants of A".
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lleducibUity. According to Peirce* an algebra E is said to be mixed
(or reducible) if new units can be introduced such that E = EX + E„, where
E\^EX, E\^Et, ExE^Ex^Et, E2Ex^E~E.xf
Theorem I. If Ei is a maximal invariant subalgebra of E and if there,

exists a second invariant subalgebra E[ of E, then either E is reducible or
else E'x is a subalgebra Ex.

Since Ex and E\ are invariant we have («) EEX - Ex, (6) El E[ < Ex,
(c)EE[<E[, (cl) E\Es E\. We have now that Ex+E\ is an invariant subalgebra
of E for E{EX + E\) < Ex + E[, (El -f- E'x)E < Ex -f E[ and since Ex is
is maximal by hypothesis Ex + E\ = E or else Ex + E[ = Ex. If Ex-\- E'x= E
the algebra is easily seen to be reducible. First, E'\ < A1, by (a), E[~ •< E[ by
(c), Ex E\ < Ex by (b) and Ex E'x < E[ by (c) and therefore Ex E[ < Ex^~ E[.
Similarly by (b) and (d), E\EX — EX^E[. In the second case, where
Ex + E\ = Ex, it is evident that E\ is a subalgebra of Ex.
Theorem II. If Ex and E[ are maximal invariant subalgebras of E,

and if Ex E[—F =j= 0, thenF is a maximal invariant subalgebra of both Ex
and E\.
By theorem I, E = Ex + E'x. Let

E = E0 + Ex (A0~^ = 0),
= E0 + Ex ( Et) — Ex = o).

Evidently then E = E0 -T E'0 + F. Because the products EXF, FEX, E'XF,
FE[ must be contained in Ex and in E[ it follows that

EXF<F, FEX < F, E[F^z F, FE[ < F,
and therefore that F is invariant in both Ex and E\.

Suppose now thatF is not maximal in Ex and let G + W(where G ■— F= 0)
be a maximal invariant subsystem of Ex, i. e.,

EfG + F)^G + F, (G + F)EX< G + F.
Consider the complex G + E[. Clearly G — E'x= 0 and

GE[ < F, E[G< F,
since the products must both lie in Ex and E{. Therefore, since

EXG^G + F, ExE[ <F, E[G<F, E[2^E'r
we have

E{G + E[) = (Ex + E[) (G + E[) < G = E[.
It is shown in a similar manner that (G -)- E'x) E < G + E[. Thus, if F is

not a maximal invariant subalgebra of Ex, E\ will not be a maximal invariant
*American Journal, vol. 4 (1881), p. 100.
fin Scheffers's definition, Mathema tisclie A nn a 1 en, vol. 39 (1891), p. 317, Ex^E2=0.
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subalgebra of E (since G + E[ has been proved invariant and G E[ = 0 ),
which is contrary to the hypothesis. It is shown in exactly the same way that
F is maximal in E[.
Theorem III. Let E, Ex, E2, ■ ■ ■ be a normal series of subalgebras ofE

(t. e., Er is a maximal invariant subalgebra of Er_x, E0 = E) and let
Kx, K2, ■■■ be a series of complementary algebras, such that Kr accompanies
E. and is complementary to Er. Under these assumptions the series
kx,k„- • is, apart from the order, independent of the choice of the series
E, El, E2, ■ ■ -. In other words, i/" E, E\, E'2, z's any other normal
series, the complementary series of algebras K\, K'2, ■ • ■ which it defines is the
same as the series Kx, F2, ■ • •, apart from the sequence.
According to the demonstration of theorem 1, we have (if Ex =(= E\)

(6) ' E=EX + E[.
Let Ex—E[ = Fx, then
(7) EX = FX + DX (Ji~A = 0),

E[ = Fl+D'x (F1~D[ = o),
and it is evident that

(8) E=Fl + Dx + D[.
By theorem 2, Fx is a maximal invariant subalgebra of Ex and E[.
If Fx, F2, F3 is a normal series of Fx, then E, Ex, Fx, F2, and

E, E[, Fx, F2, • ■ ■ are two new normal series of E. We will now have to prove
that the proposition is true for these two series. For this purpose it is merely
necessary to prove that the complementary algebras defined by E, Ex, Fy and
E, E[, Fx are the same. If

E = ex ■ ■ • edleai+x • etet+l ■ ■ ■ en,

Fx = ex ■ • • edi edi+1 ■ ■ ■ et,

Ex = erfi+1 • • • etet+1 ■ • • en,
then

EX~E[ = FX = 'dl+l

Dx = ex.--edl, D[ = et+x---en.
Now the complementary algebra of Ex — Fx+ Dx with respect to E is defined
by the (re — tf characteristic constants r/1HP.,1>3 where
(®) 2< (TZrei J>a J>3 "Xpa J>4 rYpil>3Ps ® ' + + 1 n) •

Pi

Furthermore, the complementary algebra of Fx with respect to Ex {Ex = Fx + Dy)
is defined by the dx characteristic constants where
(10) XX7M2?37Mtj5 - 7«m.) = 0 (a= 1, ■ • ■. rfx) •

Q3
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Now it is seen in the same manner that the complementary algebra of E x

with respect to E is defined by (10) and the complementary algebra of Fx with
repect to E\ is defined by (9), and therefore the normal complementary series
defined by E, El, Fl is identical, apart from the sequence, with the normal
complementary series defined by E, E\, Fx.
It is now necessary to show that the normal series E, If, E,, ■ ■ •, E, Ex,

Fx, F„, • • • define the same complementary series, and similarly for E, E[, E'2,
• •

•, E, E\, Fi, F2, •. •. This amounts to proving the theorem for the algebras
Ex and E'x, which involves a finite number of repetitions of the above proof.

§3. «

Let A7, Ex, E,, ■ ■ • be a normal series of E, let as be the order (number of
units) of Es and let ls be the difference between and the maximal order of
a subalgebra* of E x which contains Es (Ifx = EJ.
Theorem IV. The numbers lx, l2, • ■ •, apart from their sequence, are inde¬

pendent of the choice of the normal series.
This theorem is an immediate consequence of theorem 3, the integer f being

regarded as the difference between the order of the complementary algebra
Es of Et with respect to Es_x and the order of a maximal subalgebra of
F(s = l, 2,-..).
Similarly it follows also that the series of integers ks = as_x — as is indepen¬

dent of the choice of the normal series.

Simple algebras. An algebra which contains no invariant subalgebra is said
to be simple.
Theorem V. The coniplementary algebras Kx, If, • • • defined by the normal

series E, Ex, E2- ■ ■ are all simple.f
In order to prove this, consider the algebra A = B + Ax (where B^ Ax = 0)

wherein Ax is a maximal invariant subalgebra, and let If be the complementary
system of Ax with respect to A. Suppose now that K has an invariant sub¬
algebra Kx, If= IF + If (where If Kx = 0). This says that

(11) Klf < If, KXK< If.
Erom the correspondence between If and B\ it is seen that we can write
B = B' + Bx (where B' — Bx = 0 ) where, by means of (11),
(12) BBX<BX + Ax, Bx B < Bx + Ax.
Consider now the complex Bx + Ax. We have, since Ax is invariant in A,
and by means of (12),
* i. e., the order of the subalgebra containing the largest number of independent units.
tThis theorem is implicitly contained in Molikn's paper, loe eit., p. 9(1
t The yjjt of Kare obtained by writing every 7jjic = 0 in the of B.

t
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A(Bl + A1) = (B + Al)(Bl + A1)^Bl + Al-,
and similarly

{Bl + AfA^B + Ax.
Thus Bx + yl, is an invariant subalgebra of A and since Bx — Al = 0, if fol¬
lows that Bx + Ax > A, which is impossible since Ax is maximal by hypothesis.
Therefore K is simple.

The chief series of an algebra. The series E, Px, P2, • • • is said to be a
chief or principal series (chief composition series) when Ps is a maximal sub-
algebra of Ps_x which is invariant in E(P0 = E). For the chief series it is
shown in exactly the same manner as for the normal series that the system of
complementary algebras C\, C,, C3, ••• is invariant, apart from the sequence
((7 being complementary to Ps with respect to Pa_x).
We can now define a series of chief indices of composition analogous to the

indices of composition above, and show that for a given algebra E, the system
of chief indices of composition is independent of the choice of the chief series,
apart from the sequence.

The Univeesity of Chicago,
December, 1904.



On a Theorem in Hypercomplex Numbers. By J. H.
Maclagan-Wedderburn, Carnegie Research Fellow.

(Read January 8, 1906.)

Scheffers in the Mathematische Annalen, vol. xxxix., pp. 364-74,
enunciates the following theorem :—If A is an algebra containing
the quaternion algebra B as a subalgebra, and if A and B have
the same modulus, A can be expressed in the form B C = A = C B,
where C is a subalgebra of A every element of which is com¬
mutative with every element of B : in other words, if ix, i„, is, i4
is a basis of B, it is possible to find an algebra C with the basis
e4, e,, . . . ec, such that each of its elements is commutative
with every element of B, and such that the elements eris(r= 1,
'2, ... c., s=l, . . . 4) form a basis of A; and if a is the
order of A, then a=ic.
The following is a short proof of this theorem. Let the basis

of B be as usual 1, i,j, k where the laws of combination are the
usual laws of quaternions. If x is an element of A, then x =
x - ixi-jxj - kxlc, x" = ix + xi + kxj—jxk, x" =jx - ltxi + xj + ixk,
and xiv = kx+jxi - ixj + xk are commutative with every element
of B : further, x can be expressed in terms of x, ix", jx", and kx",
in fact ix = x - ix -jx" - kxw; hence if C is the algebra of all
elements of A which are commutative with every element of
B, B and C satisfy the conditions required by the theorem.
If y, i/j, ?/.,, ys are any elements of C, x = y + y4i + y.2j + yjt
can only vanish if y = y4 = y2 = yR = 0, for if x = 0, then
iy = x — ixi — jxj - kxk = 0, and similarly y1 = y2 = y3 = 0; hence
the order of A is four times the order of C.

In addition to being much shorter than Scheffers' proof, which
occupies about ten pages, this proof has the advantage of being
rational.

The method used in the above proof may be regarded from two
points of view. The first of these will be best understood from
the following extension of it.
Let B be the algebra generated by the two elements e4 and
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e2 where e1" = e2" = e and e1e2 = ee2e1, e being the modulus of B
and c a primitive ?rth root of unity. If x he any element of
an algebra A which contains B and has also e as its modulus,

n'-'

yt="^^xT~lx#cxr(t= 1, 2, . . . n2) are commutative with every
r=l

element of B, if x1, x,2, . . . represent efef (a, ji = 1, 2 , . . . n); for
n n

e\eiVt = ei'VZ e ~ a^ei ~ "e2 ~ ^•':ixelaef = ~ °e2s - Pxtxe1ae2^
a, p = i a, /3 = 1

»

=2 e " "0^ " a^2 ~ Pjc&eir+ae2s+^ = yte{e^\ Now if arr_1 = e1re2s,
a, /3= 1

»i2 n «

then = 2,epr"°,er«2S = 0, unless
<-1 a, (S= l a, 0 = 1

?• and s are multiples of n, i.e. unless xr = e; hence n2x
— '^xt~1xr~lxtxxr= ~^xtyt. It follows therefore as before

r t t

that x is contained in the algebra which is formed by taking the
direct product of B and the algebra composed of those elements
of A which are commutative with every element of B.
It may be remarked here that the algebra B is, in the complex

field, equivalent to the quadrate algebra en(p, g = l, 2, ... n)
where eplegr = epr, epge,.s = 0, if q 4= r and e = en + e22 + . . . + enn ; in
fact, if we set ex = en + ee.22 + . . . + £"_1e„„, e2 = e12 + e23 +■ . . . 4- e,n ,

then ef = e2" = e and e2e2 = ee2e1.
The second point of view is perhaps simpler. Let A be any

algebra containing a subalgebra B which has the same modulus as

A; if A is expressible as the direct product of B and another
algebra C, every element a; of A can be expressed in the form
x = f,.(x)xr where xl, x2, . . . xb is a basis of B and fr{x)

r

(r— 1, 2,...&) are elements of C and are therefore commuta¬
tive with xltx2 . . . xb. Suppose B is such an algebra that, if

£,.xr is any element of B, £r(r= 1,2, ... 6) being scalar
co-ordinates, it is possible to express these co-ordinates as rational
functions of x and the elements of the basis, say £r=fr(x): ffx) is
then necessarily linear in x and we may write fr(x)= "y, £mxvxxa.

p. <i

If y is any element of B, then yfr(x) =fr(x)y, or ^Jmyxpxxq =
p. 'i
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y,£pqxpxxqy for every y and x belonging to B, therefore the matrix
ri

represented by y,£M(ya;„( )xq - xp( )xqy) is identically zero.
P, 1

Hence fr(x) is formally commutative with every element of B, and
fr(x)x=.re = x where e is the modulus. If now x is any element
of A, fr(x) is still commutative with every element of B and
x= fr(x)xr, since A and B have the same modulus. Hence as

r

before A can be expressed as the product of B and the algebra
composed of those elements of A which are commutative with every
element of B. If c is the order of this algebra, which as before
will be denoted by C, the order of A is equal to be: for suppose
if possible that y — ypcx + y2xs + . . . + ybxb = 0, y1, ;/2, . . . being

b

elements of C ; then f,.(y) = 0, but fr{y)=y,f,(yrxv) = HrfAx') = Vr >
r= 1

therefore yr = 0.
For instance, let B be the quadrate algebra (em) described above,

then f„(x) = T etpxe,„ ersfn(x) = e,.,,xeqs =fpq{x)ers, and
/= 1 p,q=l

n

=2ve«=j:'
J). 7=1

It is interesting to note in this connection that if A is a quadrate
algebra of the above type whose order n2= Pin2, it is expressible as
the direct product of two quadrate algebras of orders P and m1

m

respectively. This may be shown by setting <■„„= y.e(g_1)m+>
t=i

i-i

{p, q= 1, 2, . . . I) for the algebra B and Vpq= ^elm+p,tm+q
t=0

(p, 5=1,2, . . . m) for C. and ym evidently have the proper
laws of combination, and elml+r^qm+s = yr^P+\.,+i = ey+i.j-H1?™. In
general, if n—npi2 ... nk, A can be expressed as the direct
product of k quadrate algebras Ax, A.,, . . . At of orders
7ij2, ?z22, . . . res.2 respectively. This theorem is the counterpart
of one given by Clifford.*

* American Journal} vol. i., pp. 350-58.

(Issued separately February 9, 1906.)



Note on Hypercomplex Numbers.

By J. H. Maclagan-Wedderburn, M.A.
[Extracted from the Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society,

Vol. XXV., Session 1906-1907.]

The present note is an extension of a previous paper* on the
same subject. In this paper a concise proof was given of a theorem
by Scheffers to the effect that if a linear associative algebra contains
the quaternion algebra as a subalgebra, both having the same
modulus, then it can be expressed as the direct product of that
quaternion algebra and another algebra. It was also shown that
this theorem could be generalised to the extent of substituting a
matric quadrate algebra for the quaternion algebra. In the present
paper the theorem is extended to certain other types of algebras.

As the phrase linear associative algebra is rather cumbersome,
I use throughout the word algebra in its place, and for the same
reason I call a subalgebra which has the same modulus as the given
algebra a proper subalgebra.

1. A number or element of an algebra is said to be rational with
respect to a given field or domain if all its coefficients are rational
in the same field and the algebra itself is said to be rational if the
product of any two rational elements is also rational. Thus
Hamilton's quaternions are rational in the field of rational numbers,
and hence also in any subfield of the field of real numbers.

Let A be an algebra rational in a given field and having a
rational proper subalgebra B which on extending the field is found
to be equivalent to the matric quadrate algebra

epg (p, 9 = 1, 2epqeqr = epr, epqe„ = 0,
then the algebra A can be expressed as the direct product of B and
some other rational subalgebra.

By the extension of Scheffers' theorem mentioned in the intro¬
duction, A can bo expressed in the extended field as the direct
product of B and another algebra D. Let the bases of A and B be

A — a?,, x%, ... xa

B=2/i, 2/2, ••• 2h-

These elements can be chosen rational and the proof of the theorem
consists in showing that a rational basis can also be chosen for D.

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. 26, 1906.
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Any element s of D can evidently be expressed in the form
z = ~2^xr' + x

where xf ... x,', x are linearly independent rational elements of
A and £1( ... £, are irrational scalars which are linearly independent
in the given field. If now y is any rational element of B

yz = zy

therefore 0 = H£r(yxr' - xfy) + yx - x'y.
Hence as the £'s are independent we must have

yXr - xr'y = 0 (r = 1, 2, ... s)
yx' - x'y = 0

for every rational element y of B and therefore a;/, xl, ... x,', x' are
elements of D, i.e., a rational basis can be chosen for D.

2. The second extension is as follows.

If an algebra A contains a rational proper snbalgebra B in which
(1) e.very element, has an inverse, (2) no element, save the modulus is
commutative with every other element, then A can be expressed as the
direct product of B and a rational algebra C.

Let y„ y„... yb be a rational basis and
I/ = 2&2L

any rational element of B. If now we form
y = yry - yyr=^.(yry,- y.yr) =

the coefficient £r disappears possibly along with some others.
Similarly if £, is any coefficient which has not been eliminated by
this process,

y" = y.'y' - y'yl = ^$,y,"
does not contain the coefficient f and so on. This process may come
to an end in two ways.

(1) If in 2/w = 2£,y,w
yf\ y„f\ ... are all commutative,

(2) If y[r) = ^,yir)-
The first case reduces to the second if p = l, so we may suppose
p> 1. Now from the conditions imposed on B, there is an element x
which is not commutative with yf]yf] 1, unless yf = yf\ But by
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replacing i/''-" by x'y{r) where x' is suitably chosen, we can always
arrange that y^r) 4= y£\ hence we may assume

yMy(rr\ _ ayWyM^ = - xyFyfr1) 4= 0.
The coefficient of £, under the summation sign is, however, zero.
Any other coefficient can be eliminated in the same way, and by
this process we can reduce the number of terms under the summa¬
tion sign step by step till an equation of the second type is reached.
In both cases, therefore, we are led to an equation of the form

y, = i,yir)
or £, = ytyir)~^
where is any preassigned coefficient of y. Hence remembering
that y is an arbitrary element of B, we see that we can represent its
rth coordinate in the form

ir=fr(y)
where the form oifjy ) does not depend on y. Hence, as was proved
in the paper referred to in the introduction, A can be expressed as
the direct product of B and the algebra obtained from A by forming

fr(x.) (r-1, 2, ... b; s=l, 2, ...a)
xl, a,',, ... being a basis of A.



A THEOREM ON FINITE ALGEBRAS*

by

J. H. MACLAQAN-WEDDERBURN f

Frobenius I and C. S. Peirce § have shown that, in the domain of all real
numbers, the only linear associative algebras every number of which, except
zero, possesses an inverse, are quaternions and its subalgebras, and also that in
the complex domain no algebra has that property. In the present paper it is
shown that the Galois field is the only algebra of this type which possesses a
finite number of elements.

§ 1.

Since addition is commutative in a linear associative algebra, it may be
shown, as in the Galois field theory, || that for any number x of the algebra
there exists a prime integer p for which p times x is zero and further that p is
the same for every x. It follows that, in the group formed by the numbers of
the algebra under addition, every element is of period p and therefore the order
of the group is of the form p" where n is some positive integer. The numbers
4= 0 of the algebra thus form a group F, of order pn — 1, under the operation of
multiplication. The self-conjugate elements of F, together with the zero ele¬
ment, form a Galois field. For, if yl and y2 are self-conjugate elements of F
and x is any element,

(2/1 + y2)x = Vix + Vix = xVi + xV2 = x(yl + y*)>
i. e., the self-conjugate elements are closed under addition, as well as under
multiplication, and hence with 0 form a Galois field. Since the identity is a
self-conjugate element of F this Galois field always exists. If the order of the
Galois field is pm, the order of the subgroup of F, composed of its self-conjugate
elements, is of order p'" — 1. The subgroup will be denoted by G and the
corresponding Galois field by GF\_pm~\.
Let x1 be any element 4= 0 of the algebra ; then there are exactly pm distinct
* Presented to the Society (Chicago) April 22, 1905. Received for publication April 5, 1905.
f Carnegie Research Scholar (Scotland).
JG. Fbobenius, Crelle, Bd. 84 (1878), p. 59.
\ C. S. Peirce, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 4 (1881), p. 225.
|| As developed, for instance, in Professor Dickson's Linear Groups, p. 9.
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numbers of the form fq, where is a mark of GF [pm ]. If x2 is any ele¬
ment not included in this set, there are p2m distinct numbers of the form

aq -(- x2. Similarily if x3 is any number, which is not of the form
.Tj -f £2.t2, there are p3m numbers of the form + £,x2 + ?3»s) aud so on.
We can evidently enumerate in this way all the numbers of the algebra and

hence we can find say s numbers xa(a= 1, 2, • • •, s) such that any number x
can be expressed uniquely in the form

S

a=l

where (a = 1, 2, ••■,«) are marks of GF \_pm]. The order of F is then
pm" — 1.

§2-
Let xa be any number of the algebra which does not lie in GF [pm ]. Then,

if y1 and y2 are any two numbers commutative with xa) yt -)- y2 and y1y2 are also
commutative with xa and hence the set of all numbers commutative with xa
forms a subalgebra. The group, formed by the numbers of this algebra under
multiplication, will be denoted by FXa. Since F,.a contains G, we find as in
§ 1 that its order is of the form p'"'a — 1, where sa is some positive integer.
Hence on dividing the elements of F into conjugate classes we get

(1) jr-1-jr-l + ti.^^j.a=l 1

This shows that, if the least common multiple of the sa(a = 1, 2, • ■•, <) is s',
pm — 1 is divisible by (p" — 1) j(])""' — 1). Therefore

(pm — 1) (pms' — 1) = l(pn — 1).

Reducing this modulo pm we see that I must have the form kpm — 1 (/c > 0).
Since ms' = n, we have k = 1 and ins' = n = ms.

§3.
It follows from the theory of hypercomplex numbers, that there is an equa¬

tion of lowest degree,

(2) f(x) == xr + a,a;"-1 + a2xr~2 + f ar_j = 0,
with coefficients in GF [pm ], which is satisfied identically by any given num¬
ber x of the algebra, irrespective of any special relation between the coordinates
of x, except the condition that they lie in GF [p'" ]. Further, there is at least
one element of the algebra which satisfies no similar equation of lower degree.
Indeed, (2) states that xr~l, xr~2, ■ ■ ■, x° are linearly independent with respect to
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GF [ p"' ], and the condition of independence can evidently be put in a form
which states that certain determinants, whose elements are rational integral
functions of the coordinates of x, do not all vanish identically. Hence there
must be some set of values of the coordinates for which af-1, xr~2, ■ ■ ■, x° are
independent and hence the particular x so obtained can satisfy no equation of
lower degree than r. (2) is called the characteristic or identical equation, while
the equation of lowest degree satisfied by a given x is called its reduced*
equation.
f(x) is irreducible in GF[pm] ; for, were it reducible neither factor would

possess an inverse, contrary to our hypotheses. Similarily, the reduced equation
of a given number is irreducible.
For any given x all the roots of its characteristic equation f(x) = 0 are roots

of its reduced equation f <£(») = 0, both being regarded as ordinary equations in
the GF [p'" 1, and therefore, since is irreducible,/(.r) is a power of <f>(x)
and the degree of the reduced equation is a divisor of r.

We now assume that Fr is abelian for every x„ which does not lie in thexa J a

CrF[p'"]. It is shown below that the general case can be made to depend on
this simpler one. Under this assumption Fx is the multiplicative group of a
Galois field and is therefore cyclic.]; If xa is chosen as the generator of FXa and
if sa is the degree of the reduced equation of xa, there are exactly p'""* — 1
different rational functions of x with coefficients in GF [ pm ] ; hence the order
of Fx is p""' — 1 . Now it was shown above that, for some xa) sa = r and also
that each sa is a factor of r. Hence r is the least common multiple of it,, s2,
and therefore r = s. But ms = n. Hence F,a is identical with F, i. e., the
algebra is a Galois field.

Suppose now that F is not abelian. Then for some x, not contained in G,
Fc is not abelian. Similarly there must be some element of Fx, which is not
self-conjugate in Fx and is such that the group of those elements of Fx which are
commutative with it, is not abelian ; and so on. We could then deduce in
this way a series of groups of decreasing order, no member of the series being
abelian. This is however impossible since each group of necessity contains G
and the order of F is finite. Hence F must be abelian.

§4-
, The same result can be deduced as follows without the aid of the theory of
the characteristic equation. It was shown in § 2 that, if F is not a field, its
elements can be arranged in subgroups the orders of whose multiplicative groups
* Frobenius, loe. cit.
fCf. Frobenius, loc. cit. ; E. Weyr, Monatsliefte fur Mathematik nnd Physik,

vol. 1 (1890), p. 163.
+ Cf. DicksuN, loc. cit., p. 13.
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are of the form pms°- — 1. It follows then from Sylow's theorem, that every
prime'divisor ofpn — 1 is also a divisor of some — 1 (msa < n). This is
however only possible in the following two cases : * (i) p = 2, n = 6; (ii)
p = 2,f — I, n = 2.
In case (i) we have m = 1 since the only divisors of n are 2 and 3, which

are relatively prime, hence from (1), § 2,
26 - 1 2° - 1

2 1 = 1 -f- q3 £ 22 1

where a:, and x2 are integers not both zero. This gives 62 = 9a?, + 2Lt2, an
equation which cannot be satisfied by integers. Hence this case cannot occur.
Case (ii) is evidently iuadmissable since n = 2 is a prime.

§5.
The following proof is perhaps more direct. If all the elements of the algebra

are multiplied successively by any one element except zero it is easily seen from
the distributive law that they are permuted among themselves in such a way as
to leave their additive relations unchanged, i. e., each such operation gives an

isomorphism of the additive group with itself, f It follows that in the group
of isomorphisms of the additive group there are two subgroups simply iso¬
morphic with the multiplicative group; namely, one obtained by left and the
other by right handed multiplication.
Each operation of oneof these subgroups is commutative with every operation

of the other, and it is easily seen that their greatest common subgroup corresponds
to the set of the self-conjugate elements of F and is therefore of order p'" — 1.
These two subgroups then generate a subgroup of order (pn — 1 ff(pm — 1) of
the group of isomorphisms. Since the additive group is an abelian group of type
(1, 1, • • •, 1), its group of isomorphisms is the general linear homogeneous
group GLH(n, p) of order (pn — 1)(pn — p) ■ ■ • (jp" — p"~l), an expression
which is divisible by (p" — 1 )2/(p"' — 1) only in the two special cases men¬
tioned above, unless m = n. Having excluded these two cases above, we must
have m — n. Therefore F is abelian. {

The University of Chicago,
March 31, 1905.

* Birkhoff and Vandiver, On the Integral Divisors of a"—bn, Annals of Mathematics,
vol. 5 (1904), p. 177; L. E. Dickson, On the Cydotomic Function, American Mathematical
Monthly, April, 1905.

11 am indebted to Professor E. H. Moore for calling my attention to this point of view.
j Professor Dickson has deduced the same result from the theory of canonical forms.



NON-DESARGUESIAN AND NON-PASCALIAN GEOMETRIES *+

BY

O. VEBLEN AND J. H. MACLAGAN-WEDDERBTJRN

§ 1. The object of this paper is to discuss certain non-pascalian and non-
desarguesian geometries. Beside their intrinsic interest, these geometries are
useful in forming independence proofs for systems of axioms for geometry.
In a previous paper J it has been shown how to construct all finite projective

geometries of three or more dimensions and all two dimensional projective
geometries in which the Desargues theorem (cf. third footnote) is valid. The
present paper supplements the other by showing the existence of non-desar-
guesian finite geometries. It is to be noted that, since every finite linear asso¬
ciative algebra in which every number possesses an inverse is commutative, §
therefore every non-pascalian finite geometry is necessarily non-desarguesian.
Moreover, as has been shown by Hessenberg,|| every non-desarguesian geom¬

etry is also non-pascalian, whether finite or infinite.
A projective plane geometry is a set of elements called points, finite or infinite

in number, subject to the following conditions :
1. If A. and B are any two points, there is (a) one and (/3) only one set of

points called a line and containing both A and B.
2. If a and b are any two lines, there is (a) one and (/3) only one If point con¬

tained in both a and b.
3. Each line contains at least three points.
* Presented to the Society (Chicago), April 22, 1905. Received for publication, December 6,

1906.

f As originally read, the paper called attention to the fact that Hilbert's example of a non-
pascalian geometry in his Festschrift did not satisfy his order axioms. The error however is not
repeated in later editions of his book. This paper also contained a discussion of the non-pascalian
geometry obtained by letting the coordinates of a point be quaternions. As such geometries are
discussed & the Abstrakte Geometrie of K. T. Vahlen, Leipzig, 1905, this part of the paper is
omitted.

JVeblen and Bussey, Finite projective geometries, Transactions, vol. 7 (1906), p. 271.
The reader is referred to this paper for references to the literature and discussion of the general
problem of finite geometries. Condition VII of that paper is the "Pascal Theorem " and the
paragraph following VII contains the " Desargues Theorem."

§J. H. Macbagan-Wedderbltrn, A theorem on finite algebras, Transactions, vol. 6
(1905), p. 349.

|| G. Hessenberg, Beweis des Desarguesschen Satzes aus dem Pascalschen, Mathematische
Annalen, vol. 61 (1905), p. 161.

1 The condition 2 (/3) is of course logically a consequence of 2 (a) and 1 (7? ).
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 86 379
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The geometry is non-desarguesian or non-pascalian if the theorems of
Desargues or of Pascal, respectively, fail to be valid.
If the number of points is finite it is at once evident that every line contains

the same number of points and that if n -j- 1 is the number of points on a
line, the total number of points is n2 + n + 1.

Conversely, if the total number of points is n2 -f- n + 1 and the number of
points on each line is n + 1 and every two points lie on one and only one line,
it follows that every two lines have one and only one point in common. For,
suppose the two lines a, b had no point in common. A point of a would deter¬
mine with b n + 1 lines giving thus n (n + 1) + 1 points and, counting in the
points of a, we should have at least n2 + 2n points instead of ?i2 -f n + 1.
By a dual argument, if the number of lines is ?r + n + 1 and the number of

lines through each point is n + 1 and every two lines have one and only one

point in common, it follows that every two points determine one and only
one line.

§ 2. Analytic geometries may be constructed so as to satisfy the given condi¬
tions if the coordinates are numbers of a number-system subject only to the
following conditions:

(1) The numbers form a commutative group under the operation of addition:
that is, for any two numbers a and b there is a unique number c such that
a + b = c and a unique number d such that «-{-c? = & = <? + «, and there is a
number 0 such that, for every a, a + Q — a = 0 + a; further, addition is asso¬
ciative and commutative,* i. e. (« + &) + c = r/, -f- (?; -j- c) and b + a = a + b t

(2) For any two numbers a and b there is a unique number c such that
ab = c and if a 4= 0 unique numbers d, d' such that da — b and ad' = b; also
0a = 0 = aO for every a.

(3) Finally there must be some sort of a distributive law. We shall use the
following: c(a + b) = ca + cb. We shall not use for the presentf the other
distributive law (a + b)c = ac + be, nor the associative and commutative laws
of multiplication, nor shall we assume that there exists an identity element with
respect to multiplication.
A point is now defined as one of the systems of three coordinates

* The commutativity of addition is not an independent postulate. Cf. H. Hankel, Theorie
der complexen Zahlensysteme (Leipzig, 1867), page 32 ; E. V. Huntington, Annals of Math¬
ematics, vol. 8 (1906), page 25.
t Cf. however the last sentence of this § .

O)

m

(?) Cp, 0, 0,

x, <£, 0,

x, y, <£,
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where <£> is not equal to 0 and is the same for all points. There are n" + n -f 1
points in all if there is a finite number, n, of elements in the number-system.
A line is defined as all points which satisfy an equation of one of the forms

(1) xy]r + yb + zc= 0,
(2) yi/r + zc = 0,

(3) z-f = 0,
where yjr is not equal to 0 and is the same for all lines. There are n~ + « + 1
lines altogether in the finite case. Further there are, in that case, ?! + 1 points
on a line. For (3) is satisfied by points of types ((3) and (7): in case c = 0
(2) is satisfied by the n points of type (a) in which y — 0 and by ( 7): in case
c 4= 0 in (2) if » = 0, then y = 0 and hence (7) is one of the points, while if
z = <f), y must be equal to the solution of yyjr = — <pc and x may have any of n
values. The argument is similar for an equation of type (1). A similar argu¬
ment will show that in the finite case the number of lines through a point
is n + 1.
To show that our points and lines form a projective plane geometry it is

necessary to prove that any two lines have in common one and only one point.
This requires the consideration of several cases.

(а) Two lines of type (1):
xy/r + yb + zc = 0,

xyjr + yb' + zc = 0.

The coordinates of a point of intersection must satisfy the condition

y(b — b') + z(c — c') = 0.
In case c = c', b cannot be the same as b' (else the lines would be identical) and
hence y = 0 ; the lines then have in common only the point (a, 0, <p) where a
is the unique solution of xy[r = — (f>c. In case c 4= c' and b = b', we have
z = 0, y = cf) and x is the solution of xifr = — <j>b. In case c 4= c', b 4= b' we
have z = cf> and hence y is the solution, say a, of y(b — &') = — <f>(c — c) and
x is the solution of xyjr = — ( ab + </>c). On account of the commutative law
of addition the values of x, y, and z thus found must satisfy the given equations.

(б) Lines of types (1) and (2):
Xyfr + yb + zc = 0,

yyjr -f zc — 0.

The coordinate z cannot be zero, else y and x would also be zero. Hence z = <j),
y is the solution, a, of yyfr = — and x the solution of xyjr = — (a& + 4>c')■
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(c) Lines of types (1) and (3) :

a3Vr + yb + zc = o >

Z\jr ' 0 .

The coordinate y cannot he zero since then x and z would both be zero. Hence
y — and x is the solution of xty = — cf>b.

(id) Two lines of type (2):
yyfr + zc = 0,

yyfr + zc' = 0 .

Any solution must satisfy the condition »(c — c') = 0 or » = 0. Hence y — 0
and x = <fi.

(e) Lines of types (2) and (3) :

+ zc = 0,

Z-ifr = 0.
The only solution is (, 0, 0 ).
This, according to the last sentence of § 1, completes the proof that all finite

number systems of the type described above lead to finite plane geometries. If
the number system is not finite it is necessary to prove algebraically that every
two points determine a unique line. If the other distributive law holds also or
if multiplication is commutative this can be done by the analysis used above.

§ 3. In order to construct a particular non-desarguesian geometry it is
necessary only to adduce a particular number-system. The first class of systems
which we shall use is due to L. E. Dickson.* It is such that the number of
elements in each system is finite and such that multiplication is associative but not
commutative and the distributive law holds only in the form x{y + z) = xy + xz.
Each system possesses an identity which in the analysis above may be taken as
the common value of </i and i/r. These systems are discussed on pages 5 to 22
of Dickson's paper. A characteristic system of this type is the following.
There are p2m elements, (a, b), where a and b are marks of a field GF\_pm\,
p being ail odd prime. ,Tliese elements obey the following laws of combination :

(®i> 6i) + («2> 6a) = Oi + a2> + K)

bJ x (a2, b2) = (ala2 + evb1 b2, b1a2 + ealb2)
where v is a fixed not-square in the GF [ pm ] , and e = ± 1 according as
a\ — vb\ is a square or not-square, i. e., e = (a\ — vb\ )<r""^1)/2.
*L. E. Dickson, On finite algebras, Gottinger Nachricliten, 1905, pp. 358-394.
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The simplest special case is where pm = 3 . The algebra may then be thought
of as having two units 1 and j and composed of all numbers of the form x + yj,
x and y being integers modulo 3 and j2 = — 1. The system * is thus com¬
posed of nine numbers 0 , 1, 2 , j, 2j, 1 +j, 1 + 2j, 2 + j, 2 + 2j.
It is not difficult (as the reader may verify analytically) to find cases which

show that the geometry founded on this number-system is non-desarguesian and
non-pascalian. Instead of doing this, however, we shall now show how to get
another geometry based on the same number-system. The new geometry is so
constructed as to be capable of being explicitly exhibited in a compact form.

Since the number-system is associative and distributive [in the sense,
a (I) + c) = cib + «c] the point (x, y, z) may also be represented by
(kx, icy, tea), k 4= 0 . With this understanding a linear transformation changes
points into points and, if their coefficients are scalar, two transformations may
be combined in the usual way. They do not in general change lines into lines.f

Consider now the following transformation of period 13 :

A: x = x + z , y — 2x', z — 2y' -f 2z .

Let A0, B0, ■ ■ ■, G0 denote the points (2, 0,1), (2 + 2j,j, 1), (2 +j, 2j, 1),
(1 + %ji 1 + j1 (i» 2 + 2/, 1), (1 +j, 1 + 2j, 1), (22 +j, 1) and let
Alc, 13lt, • • •, Gk (h < 13) denote the points derived from these by transforming
them by the 7rth power of A. In this notation, seven of the lines of our original
geometry are:

x + y + z= 0:
x + yj + z = 0 : A0BlBiDiDnEiB5B6G7G9,

x + 2/(2i) + z = 0 : A&C&E^FuG&Gt,
* In this special case the distributive law has a very simple form ; namely

(a+ bj )j= — aj— bj1= b— aj

where neither a nor b is zero. Though the commutative law is not valid it is always true either
that an/= yx or that xy=— yx.

For the convenience of the reader in verifying computations, we subjoin the multiplication
table :

2 3 2/ i+i l + 2i 2+i 2 + 2i

2 1 2-j j 2 + 2i 2+i 1 + 2i 1 +i
j 2? 2 1 2+i i+i 2 + 2i l+2i
2J j 1 2 l + 2i 2 + 2i i+i 2+i
i+i 2 + 2\j 1 + 2; 2+.; 2 2<j i 1
1 + 2; 2+i 2 + 2; I+i j 2 1 2i
2+i l + 2y 1+i 2 + 2i 2i 1 2 i
2 + 2y i+i 2+i l + 2i 1 i 2i 2

t For example, the transformation A changes (1, 0,0), (0,j, 1) (j,j, 1) which lie on
yj A z= 0 into (1, 2, 0) (1, 0, 2 + 2j), (1 -)-j, 2j, 2 + 2j) of which the first two, but not the
third, lie on *( 1 +j) + y{ 1+j) + z= 0.
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x + l/(1 +j) + » = 0: A^B^B^D^F^F^G^G^
x + 2/(2 + 2j) + s = 0 : A0B2B6B6C3CnFsF^F9,
x + y{ 1 + 2j) + » = 0: A^C^D^E^F^,
x + 2/(2 +j) + z = 0 : A0S3i?uC2C5C6D1 Z>90,Gs.

A and its powers give 84 other heptads of points which may be obtained by
adding successively the integers 1, 2, • • •, 12 to the subscripts of the points of
each of the above lines, the resultant subscripts being, of course, reduced modulo
13. The ninety-one heptads so obtained are the lines of a new non-desar-
guesian and non-pascalian geometry.
It is not difficult to verify a posteriori that this scheme does define a geom¬

etry. By trial we see that if two lines intersect in more than one point, then
neither of these points can be of the form Ak or Bk. Further, the scheme is
invariant under the following transitive substitution group :

1, (BDG)(CEF), (BGD)(CFE),
(BC){EF)(EG), (BE)(CB)(FG), (BF)(CG)(DE).

Hence the same is true of the remainiug letters. The other axioms may be
tested in the same way. That the geometry is non-desarguesian and non-

pascalian is proved by examples which are sufficiently indicated in the diagrams
below.

More interesting, however, than this tactical verification is the analytical proof
that the 91 heptads derived by A and its powers from the lines B are the lines
of a plane geometry. As in § 2, it is only necessary to show that any two
heptads have one and only one point in common. It is a direct consequence of
definition that a heptad is the set of points satisfying the equation,

®(°11 + «3l) + 2/Ol2 + «32) + *(«13 + «33) + (®0|1 + Vav + ^s)/3 = °<
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where 8 is any one of the seven numbers of the system and art are the coefficients
of any one of the thirteen powers of A. This equation may he abbreviated as
follows:

(1) xa + yb + zc + (xa' + yb' + zc') 8 — 0.

Consider the intersection of this with

(2) a; + ya + z = 0.
In (1) and (2), a and /3 are the only coefficients which are not necessarily scalar.
From (1) and (2) we deduce

(3) y(2aa + b) + z(2a + e) + {y(2a'a + b') + z(2a' + c')} /3 = 0,

and shall now show that there is only one point whose coordinates satisfy (2)
and (3) simultaneously. There are three cases.
(i) 2a' + c = 0 . In this case (3) becomes :

(4) y { 2act + b + (2da + b')8} + z(2a + c) — 0.

If the coefficients in (4) do not vanish identically, (2) and (4) have evidently one
and only one point in common. On forming the powers* of the transforma¬
tion A we find that 2a + c and 2a' + c' cannot vanish simultaneously except
for the identical transformation, and in this case the vanishing of the coefficient
of y leads to a — /3. Hence except in this trivial case (4) is not an identity.
(ii) 2a + c = 0. In this case

y {(2aa -f b)8~l + 2a'a + b' } + s(2a'+ c') = 0.

Hence as in (i) there is one and only one point common to (2) and (3).
(iii) 2a'+ c'= (2a + c)d =}= 0, where d is scalar. Then (3) may be written

in the form

y { 2 (a + 2dd~l)a + b + 2b'd~1} + { y{2a'a-\-b')d~l + a(2a+c)} (1-f d8) = 0,
or say

2/e + (yf+ zg)y= 0.
This is equivalent to

V(e7_1 +/) + zg = °-
* The first twelve powers have the matrices

101 120 201 221 021 122 212
200 202 210 102 112 012 211
022 111 020 100 101 120 201

and the thirteenth power is the identical transformation.

110 001 022 111 020
121 220 002 on 222

221 021 122 212 110
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Hence, since g =j= 0, (1) ancl (3) and therefore also (1) and (2) have one and
only one point in common.

The point transformation A transforms lines of the new geometry into lines.
Hence, if any two lines intersect in more than one point, the lines obtained by
transforming these simultaneously by any power of A will also intersect in more
than one point. But any pair of lines can, by transformation by a suitable
power of A, be transformed into such a pair as has been considered above.
Hence any two lines intersect in one and only one point.

§ 4. On pages 381-394, loc. cit.,* L. E. Dickson lias given another set of
algebras which are available for geometrical purposes. The following multipli¬
cation table (cf. (68), loc. cit., p. 394) defines an algebra which satisfies the con¬
ditions of § 2 together with the commutative law of multiplication and has an

identity element. It therefore leads to a geometry.

j b + f3i
b + /3i — /32 — 8bi — 2/3j

Any number of the algebra is of the form a + di + ej, where a, cl and e are
any marks of any field F, not having the modulus 2, in which x3 = b -f- /See is
irreducible. In such an algebra an equation of the form ax — b has a unique
solution if a =)= 0.
If b = 2, /3 == 0 and F is the field of rational numbers this table becomes

3 2

2 -16i.

Points and lines are defined as above, but as multiplication is commutative the
equation of a line is more conveniently written in the form ax -f by + cz — 0.
That the geometry is non-desarguesian is shown by the following example.

Consider the six points A =(0,0,1), A' = (0,i,l), Z?=(i,i, 1),
B' = (i,j, 1), C — (j, 0,1), C' — (j, i, 1). These points lie in pairs on
the lines x = 0, x — iz = 0, and x —jz — 0, which meet in the point (0,1,0).
The equations of the sides of the triangles ABC and A'B' C' are as follows:

AC'-y — 0, A' C : y — iz = 0,
AB: x — y = 0, A'B': x + (1 + i+j)y/ll — (2 + i + j)«/17 = 0,

BC: x — (1 — i)y — jz = 0, B' C : x + y — (i + j)z = 0.
* See also L. E. Dickson, Linear algebras in which division is always uniquely possible, these

Transactions, vol. 7 (1906), p. 371.
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If D, J? and F are the intersections of A C with A' G\ AB with A'B',
and BO with B'C', the coordinates of these points are: -D = (1,0,0),
F=(x=y=8(ll/8+Zi+j)/m, 1) and F=[(-l+i+2j)/3, (l+2i+j)/3,1].
The equation of the line DE is y — 8 (17/8 + 2i -\-j)z/H7 = 0 and evidently
does not contain F. Hence JD, E and F are not collinear and the geometry
is non-desarguesian.
In the same way by taking the six points A' = (1, 0, 1), _5' = (i,0,l),

C" = (i +j, 0, 1), A = (1, 1, 0), B= (i, 1, 0), C= (j, 1, 0), it can be
shown that the geometry is non-pascalian.
The finite number-system of the present type with the smallest number of

elements is obtained by letting F be the GF [ 3 ] and letting 6 = 1 and /3 = 1.
This however leads to a geometry with 28 points on a line and (27)2+27+ 1= 757
points in all and has not been exhibited explicitly.

§ 5. The number systems discussed above all have identity elements. The
presence of an identity is not necessary for the analysis of § 2, and examples of
number systems that lead to geometries, though lacking the identity, are not
hard to find. Two simple cases are constructed as follows:
Let el and e2 be two independent units. The systems under consideration

consist of all numbers of the form ae, + be2 where a and 6 are integers reduced
modulo 2. Addition is defined by the equation

(ael + 6e2) + (ce: + de2) = (a + c)el + (6 + d)e2.

The two multiplication tables are

e2 e3 G e2 e3

e! e3 e2 L 6I
(ii)

e2 e3

e2 ei e3 e2 e3 e! e2

e3 ei e3 fl2 C3 e2 e3 G

where e3 = ez + e2. In (i) multiplication is commutative and in both systems
the two-sided distributive law holds. Each system gives rise to a geometry with
five points on a line. Both geometries however turn out to be identical with
PG (2, 22) which is based on the Galois field, GF(22). This suggests the fol¬
lowing theorem : There is only one projective plane geometry with five points
on a line.
To prove this consider the following Pappus configuration in which O, A, B,

C, A1, Bl, C1 are distinct. Consider the lines JDE, EF, FD. These lines
obviously cannot intersect the line OA in any of the points A, B, C; hence as
there are only two other points on OA, I), E, and F must be collinear. The
geometry is therefore pascalian. Desargues's theorem may be proved in the
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same way or it may be deduced from Pascal's theorem. Now there is only one
pascalian geometry for a given finite number of points on a line,* therefore
there is only one geometry with five points on a line.

Thus a non-desarguesian geometry must have at least six points to the line.
A number system which furnishes a geometry with this number of points is the
following. Denote the elements by 0, 1, 2, 3 , 4, and let addition be identical
with ordinary addition modulo 5. Let multiplication be defined by the table:

12 3 4

112 3 4

2 4 3 2 1

3 3 14 2

4 2 4 1 3

The element, 1, is a left-hand identity. All the conditions of § 2 are satisfied
and we may conveniently take cf> = -yfr = 1. The resulting geometry however
turns out to be PG{2, 5). The problem of determining a non-desarguesian
geometry of minimum number of points to the line remains unsolved.
* Cf. these transactions, vol. 7 (1906), p. 247 and $ 1 above.

[Note added April 22, 1907. Dr. C. R. MacInnes has found hy a tactical investigation that
the only plane projective geometry of six points to a line is the PG (2, 5 ) and that there is none
at all with seven points to a line. The latter result has also been found hy Safford, Ameri¬
can Mathematical Monthly, vol. 14 (1907), p. 84.]


